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Student protest
attacks the cuts
by Guy Fisher
Yesterday saw a major day of
action in protest at continued cuts
in students' financial support. All
of Edinburgh 's colleges and universities are expected to have
taken part in actions such as
demonstrations, occupations and
boycotts of classes - although the
exact nature of many of the actions : pation of a non-university buildwas being kept secret until the last ing by a small number of students
including members of the Stuminute.
The campaign centres ·around
six issues:

dents' Representative Cou~cil.
The SRC ' Executive decided
against any overnight occupations
of Umversity buildings because
th.ey feared worsening relations
with the Universi.t y's amdinistrat10n. The Principal , Dr John Burnett , is known to be strongly
opposed to the idea of occupations.
Today, there will be a. public
demonstration outside the Scot-

20p

This week
m
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Education
Department
offices in Haymarket. This has
been organised by the National
Union of Students and follows on
from yesterday's extensive actions
throughout the country. Edinburgh University students who
want to take part in this demonstration should meet outside the
Mandela Centre at 11 am today
(Thursday).

Features at length ...

Mick McGahey

e the grants increase for the next
· academic year of only 2 per
cent;

-pages 16-18

e the

anno uncement that students are to lose their entitlement to supplementar.y and
unemployment benefit during
short vacations;

Film review ...

A Zed and Two
Noughts

• the abolition of housing
benefit fo r students in University-controlled accommodation

-page7

• the abolition of housing
benefit fo r all students absent
during the long vacation ;

Arts angle ...

Scottish
Student
Drama Festival

• Same amount of housing
benefit being paid during short
vacations as is paid in tenn-.
time .
• the compensation for all these
"cuts" : only £36 pa as against
losses of as much as £800 a
year.
At Edinburgh University, a
mass meeting was held yesterday
m the McEwan Hall . Speakers
mcluded Archie MacPherso'.n ;
SNP MP Jim Silla rs ; Alistair Darling from Lothian Region.al Council; and a re presentative from the
Civil and Public Servants Association.
Afterwards, two further actions
were planned ,. including an occu-

-pages 8 and 9
PLUS

Bo<Jks review
-page 15
Much more music ...

Champion
Doug Veitch
John Rutherford, one of Scotland's rugby Calcutta Cup-winning heroes, receives a pat on the back for
ltis efforts from his delighted workmates. For a full analysis of the day the Lion roared back, turn to
page 19. Photo by David Yarrow.

Motions refer to Sun and AIDS
The banning of The Times and
The Sun, support for a Scottish
Assembly and solidarity with students in Palestine, are just three of
the five 'motions that will be pre·
sented at the second General Meeting this term, to be held on Monday in the George Square Theatre.
The first motion, proposed by
postgraduate student Iain Cameron, advocates the withdrawal of
all News International iitles
including The Times, The Suin
and News of the World, from the
Unions and from- sale in Union
shops ., Referring to the current
.indui\lrial dispute between Rupert
Murdoch , owner of News Internationa , and the print union
SOGAT '82, the motion calls for
the Students' Association to support the print workers by boyc
Otting these newspapers. It argues
that although "negotiations would
have been preferable" to confrontation , the print workers "are
engaged in a valid attempt to pro-

tect their jobs. "
A motion of support for the
Campaign for a Scottish Assembly (CSA) has been proposed by
David Young. It calls for EUSA's
affiliation to the CSA and for
pressure to be mounted on the

local MP's on the issue. At pre·
sent the fight for an Assembly is
backed by most political parties ,
the Scottish TUC, the Scottiosh
Churches as well as the NUS .
The controversial, and much

debated, issue of Palestine reemerges in the third motion. It
calls on EUSA's support of the
Palestinian students "in the
occupied territories", by affiliating to Palestinian University of
Bir Zeit on the west Bank as well

as pressing for scholarships to be
made available to Palestinian students.
The fourtlv.:Tmi5Ull"1
support fo
hundreds

the National Coal Board. during
the miners' strike a year ago . The
motion argues that most of themen sacked were guilty of no
offence. or of minor offences.
The last. and possibly the most
controversial. motion concerns
the scare surrounding the killer
disease AIDS. It claims that the
AIDS hysteria is '"designed to isolate and condemn the gay community" and ·'justify attacks on
young people by blaming them on
social ills ... It mandates EUSA to
buy 100 coipies ofa Revolutionary
Communist Party (RCP) \)ook
entitled '"Moral Panics and Victorian Values".
·Robbie Foy. EUSA Secretary.
told Student that the last motion is
·most likely to be amended as it
challenges EUSA's .. Ultra Vires··
law. It is unconstitutional for
EUSA to donate money to the
RCP. although it would be possible to "raise money for it."
Xiao-Shu Meng

PLUS

Psychedelic
Music
-pages 12-14
Sports spotlight ...

Calcutta Cup
-pages 19 and 20

Accommodation
-pages

Television
-page8

What's On
-pages 10 and 11
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Debate result backs PLO

Terrorism justified
'This House believes that the
Palestinians are justified in pursuing the armed struggle' provided
the controversial and "potentially
explosive" motion for the Debating
Society's contribution to International Week.
An air of muted expectancy
hung over Teviot Debating hall as
a few awkward moments in the
foyer meant some people had to
be turned away from the strictly .
matriculation-card only event.
The solemn atmosphere continued with the Speaker's appeals
at the outset for "restraint and ·
patience" from the audience and a
"respect for the speakers' right to
free speech."
Mr Refik Husseini, a PLO
leader opened the debate for the
Proposition by clearly defining
the difference between Terrorism and armed struggle. In a
calm and · e!Oqiient speech, Mr
Husseini took for granted "the
right of any people to drive out the
occupier of any country" and yet
he said the "occupier will always
claim that armed struggle is terrorism. "

Much of the debate centred on
the role of terrorism as against
negotiating dialogue between
Palestinians and Israelis.
While condemning all terrorism , the Proposition cited the
two types of terrorism most prevalent in the world ; the individual
terrorist and as seen at the EL-AL
desks at Vienna and Rome
aprports, and State Terrorism as
witnessed in the bombing of
Palestinian Refugee camps on the
West Bank by the Israeli army. Dr
Issa Alansi, the Proposition's second speaker later claimed "the
inevitability of terrorism" derived
from Palestinian grievances" ·
which are not little ."
Mr David Kapitanchik , senior
lecturer in Politics at Aberdeen

Mr Paul Wilkinson , a world
expert on terrorism and Professor
of International Relations at
Aberdeen University closed the
Oppoosition's side bringing the
argument into a wider realm of
international politics. Calling the
conflict a "trigger for a wider war
where terrorism could be
·exchanged for an international
war," he warned that "men cannot control this type of war." He
acknowledged that there were
those who were genuinely looking
for a peace which can only be
achieved through "Argument,
national diplomacy and persusaion."

The debate on the Palestinian struggle takes place in Teviot Row.
photo by Tony Roberts
University, took up the Preposi- turn asked should they not seek
tion's challenge with a rejection of co-existence instead of one
the motion as a "Council of group's domination of another?
Despair" . He expressed the
Mr Abe Sirton, an ex-Zionist
Opposition's hope for peace
which could only be achieved and formerly in the Israeli Na VY.
when the "Palestinian's state closed the argument tor the
openly that they renounce vio- Opposition's side bringing the
_lence and are prepared to live in a ing the Palestinian denial of selfworld in which the State of Israel determination by those who had
ruled over Palestine, attacking the
does exist at the moment. "
This appeal for dialogue as Balfour Declaration and the
opposed to terrorism and armed Great Powers' promotion of
·
struggle was echoed by his col- Zionism in 1919.
leagues.
Paul Morron , Hon~ary Life
Member of the Jewish Students
Association, gave a rousing
speech as second speaker on the
Opposition and congratulated the
students for promoting this "constructive
and
instructive"
dialogue .
While the Israeli side were
blamed for not wanting or
Students from every college of
allowing negotiations with the
education in Scotland are to
Palestinians, the Opposition in
undertake an 80-mile march from
Ayr to Edinburgh next month in
defence of their colleges,
threatened by further government
cuts in higher education.
The march, and subsequent

Edinburgh University is to
receive £1 1h million under the
Government's planned "switch to
science and technology progrnm111e". Dr. Jo!tp Burnett, the
f'.rmc11?al ,_ announced on 11th
February.
The extra grant will be used to
extend the artificial intelligence
computer science and electrical
engineering departments, going
towards capital and equipment,
including building at King's Buildings, and expanding teaching
places. an extra 84 places will becreated , most of them for undergraduate students but also some
new Honours places. The courses
to benefit are BSc (Hons) Computer Science, BSc. Computer Science and Electrical Engineering,
BSc (Hons) Electronics and Electrical Engineering (Integrated
Circuit Technology) and MSc in
Manufacture and Design of
Micro-Electronic
Systems
(VLSI).
In addition to the cash boost, a
further grant of £ 1/3 million each
year for three years will be used to
hire staff and develop courses,
including a new BSc Honours
course in Computer Science and
Artificial Intelligence, beginning
in autumn 1987.
Sarah Forsyth

NUS marches
on Edinburgh

Mandela Centre
opened
The pulling down or an African
National Congress flag, draped
from the balcony or Potterrow,
marked the symbolic official
renaming or the Mandela Centre
at 2 pm last Thursday.
Speaking at the controversial
ceremony were Mr Denis
Goldberg, a fellow prisoner of
Nelson Mandela for 22 years;
Sadie Rooney. of Edinburgh District Council; and David Clark,
chairperson of the Anti-Apartheid Society.
In his speech to the small crowd
of assembled students, Mr
Goldberg rebutted criticisms that
the renaming of the centre was a
waste of time.
Every little bit of support
shown for Mandela had, he felt , a
double effect. Firstly, it would
~1ve encouragement to the people
m South Africa fighting for freedom. Secondly, by tying in with a
whole series of si milar actions,

The debate continued with surprisingly little disruption or
heckling, and when opened tc» the
House only Mr Kapitanchik was
shouted down by the audience
when he described Israel as a
"Vibrant Democracy" where
Arab newspapers and universities
thrived .
In summing up, Mr Kapitanchik called for "Fantasies to be
disgarded and violent men to be
thrown off." Mr Husseini concluded that the armed struggle
was the only alternative left to a
people who were denied negotiations with the Israelis for 18 years
before the first bullet was shot.
The motion was passed by 67
. votes to 45.
Jane Kelly

More
•
science
cash

including the sanctions campaign,
it would weaken the regime a little
more and undermine its claim to
have the right to govern.
Mr Goldberg also emphasised
the considerable power of public
opinion in putting pressure on the
British government to take
tougher measur.:s against apartheid .
Mr Goldberg's speech contained much praise of the personal
qualities of Nelson Mandela,
whose courage and determination
he likened to that of Robert the
Bruce ·s. It is men of principle like
Nelson Mandela, he felt, who act
as a guarantee for the future freedom of South Africa.
After the ceremony Mr
Goldberg expressed his pleasure
in the warm response he received
from the small but appreciative
audience.
Jane B.urgermeister

• If you think It's NEWS, phone
the News Team on 558 1117 ext. 0
or 667 IOll ext. 4496.
• The News Team require
PHOTOGRAPHERS ABLE TO
''t==~I DEVELOP FILM. Please see
DAVID YARROW at the Student
offices, 48 The Pleasance, Thurs.__ _.....;;..=-=;.....-....1 days or Fridays at 1 pm.

attract support from all colleges
and
universities
currently
threatened by staff cuts. "Our
aim ," a spokesman for the marchers said, "is to make it absolutely clear to Rifkind that there is
total opposition to the Scottish
Tertiary Education Advisory

Clean-up
Twelve Friends of Nightline
spent last Sunday in a sp.;msored
'clean-up' in aid of the Leukaemia
and Children's Cancer Fund. A
house in Millerfield Place is being
converted and redecorated to provide a hostel for the parents of sick
children in the nearby·Royal Hospital for Sick children. The hostel;
which will open in late March,
should provide accommodation
for up to eight families-. Through
sponsors, Friends of Nightline
also hope to make £150-£200 for
Nightline itself.

Election results

KEY
I. Craigie college, Ayr
2. Kilmarnock College
3. Hamilton College
4. Glasgow
5. Falkirk College
6. DunfermliQe College
7. Dundee College
8. Edinburgh

rally in Edinburgh , will act as the
focal point of NUS Scotland's
Week of Action against proposed
cuts in higher education. The marchers aim to generate publicity for
their cause along the way by holding rallies and protest meetings at
college's that have already fallen
victim to the Scottish Education
Department's axe.
The culmination of the weeklong ma~ch in Edinburgh's city
centre will , the organisers hope,

Council's recommendation to
close three colleges of education."
The NUS lambasted the report,
and in particular the deviousness
of STEAC in refusing to name the
colleges to close thus leaivng the
potential for colleges to start publicising their own merits to remain
open rather than being able to
present only a general united
front at this stage.
.Koss Parsons

The first stage of the King's
Buildings Union elections takes
place next Thursday, with one a
·single nomination received so far
for the three posts to be filled.
The positions of President,
Vice-President, and Honorary
Secretary are to be contested.
marion McKie, at present House
Convener of the KBU Committee, is the only candidate to date .having been nominated for President. Nominations close this com:
ing Monday, 24 February.
The Second part of the elections , for a further twelve positions, is on thursday 6 March.
Nominations for these close on
Monday 3 March .
• Meanwhile, the Postgraduate
Students' Union has just elected
its office-bearers for the current
academic year. Fiona Wallace was
elected
President,
Suzanne
Najam - Vice-President, Brad
Middlekauff - Treasurer, and
Ailie Donaald-Secretary .

Price

Owen favours loans

loses

I

Jn a highly controversial speech
Senior lecturer in English Literat Stirling University, Social
ature, Dr John Price, has lost a
Democratic Party leader Dr David
claim for damages of £125,000 in
owen has stated clearly that he
the Court of Session. The action
favours a system of student loans.
was raised against plumbers
Deve loping a theme around his
whose
negligence had , he
own views about ways of increasclaimed, caused the flooding of
·his Qat and rendered unreadable
ing competition within the univerthe first draft of a proposed book,
sities and higher education colSexual Manners in the 18th Cenleges, Dr Owen also argued the
. tury Novel.
case for charing students fees for
The claim was based on loss of
their higher educati0n .
professional advancement due to
Edinburgh's SDP Club Presinon-publication. Lord Dunedin
dent Paul Davies, in a vehement
stated in deciding the case that the
denunciation o f his party leader's
fata l flaw in the claim was that
speech, expressed his disgust to
there no concl usive evidence that
Student on T uesday: " I thi nk his
this had taken place.
speech was ill-advise~ and dt:liDoctor Price had to pay costs
·vered without consultm_!; leadm~
and is contemplating no further
party figures. I shall be writing to
legal action. Quoting Den is
him on behalf of the Social Democratic Club expressing our opposi- "David , David, what are you saying? Remember that student loans Healey, he said "when you are
digging a hole for yourself that is
could lose us votes."
tion. "
the time to stop."
Paul Davies echoed the words
The book would have showed
ofSDP Preside nt Mrs Shirley Wil- i(lea ~hich the present Conserva- include remission of fees a·nd
the w~y that art may affect
liams, in the aftermath of hearing, tive government threw out two maintenance grants .
about Dr Owen 's Stirling speech . years ago in response to wideDavid Owen 's speech has people's actions by the way th at
She declared that it was very much spread student and academic pro- ah;eady split opinion within SOP people , especially women, used
tests .
a personal viewpoint and said:
students who are strongly against the novels as models for how to
"Our policies are not laid down by
The
Scottish
Education the idea of loans. Significantly, act in unforeseen and potentially
one leader."
Department or local authority the all-important Alliance Educa- compromising situations. It was
Detailing his contentious view- grant , he said , would be replace9 tion~Policy Committee threw out the result of many years research ,
point, Dr Owe n's speech went on' by funds redistributed through the the no.lion of loans leaving the including a one year sabbatical
to impress th at one clear option , University Grants Committee. SDP leader very much alone from the University, and involved
hundreds of books.
with regard to stude nt finance , Student aid offices would be set within the Alliance with his views.
involved in charging tuition fees up to receive support on an
Devin Scobie
Ian Robertson
to all students. This was a radical income-related basis which could

Learning to drink
differently
"Watch how you drink . . . with
Drinkwatchers has been very sucDrinkwatchers. " Despite sound- cessful in getting people who
ing like the latest offering from
would not be seen dead in a stanthe American film industry , dard treatment agency. There is
Drinkwatchers is a serious and- always a fear of the stigma of
worthwhile organisation aimed at being labelled an alcoholic ."
helping people change their
In Edinburgh, the first meeting
drinking habits for the better.
of Drinkwatchers will be an inforThe scheme is being run by the mal opening night next Thursday
Alcohol Research Group of Edin- between 6.30 and 8 pm on the secburgh University , based at the ond floor at 40 Shandwick Place.
Royal Edinburgh Hospital, and
T he organisation hopes to proh.as been given money by the Scot- vide an informal network of clubs
tish Health E ducation Group to within the community in which
run the sche me for ten months to people can discuss their drinking
.see if it will work .
.habits and work towards more
Alex Crawford , a member of sensibl e driilkin~· patterns. It is
the Research Group , takes the not, however, a counselling ser-

Marathon date

\.1ay 4th is the date set for this
year's Pearl Assurance Halfivtarathon in Edinburgh - incorporating the Scottish Peoples half
Marathon Championship). The
event is being sponsored by Pearl
Assurance whilst Edinburgh Students' Charities Appeal is helping
to organise it.
Entry forms can be obtained by
sending a stemped addressed
envelope to Pearl Assurance Half
marathon , PO Box 145, Edinburgh EH8 91F, or from the
ESCA office in Guthrie Street.
Anyone wanting t<' help with the

organisation of the marathon
should get in touch with Nick
Langford at the ESCA office or
phone 225 4061. Last year ES.CA
raised £3 ,000 from the event . and
hope to exceed this amount this
year.
This is the third year of the
Pearl Assurance half Marathon
which in 1986 takes in six venues
throughout the British Isles. It
starts next month in the south of
England. moves to Belfast . Edinburgh and Liverpool, and ends in
the n orth-east of England .
Laura Kibby
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scheme very seriously. He
believes that the basic philosophy
behind Drinkwatchers is that
.people c.an learn to enjoy alcohol
consumption without getting
totally blitzed.
Virtually anyone who drinks
can
become
a
alcohol
'Drinkwatcher' because different
people have diffe~ent reasons for
dri.okwatching. Common reasons·
mclude a wish to improve fitness
and health , to reduce weight, to
~ave money, and particularly,
to
important for students improve work efficiency.
"In England ," Mr Crawford
said , "the indications are "that

vice for those ·dependent on
alcohol or for those who should
stop drinking for medical reJ1sons.
"The art of drinking alcohol
requires some skills," concluded
Mr Crawford , "and it is certainly
more complex than putting a glass
to the lips." While some would
perhaps find drinking much easier
than Mr Crawford makes out, one
cannot help agreeing that his final
comment sounds like a good idea.
"We are saying, yes, drink , but for
goodness sake drink in a way that
is not going to harm you. Drink in
such a way that you will enjoy it
more."
Prue Jeffreys

A EUSA supcrgrass informed
me that there is currently a
rumour floating around stating
that I am actually Mike Devlin .
May I remind the perpatrators of,
this rumour that Mike Devlin
grad uated in English. It is a we ll
known fact that arts st udents find
thinking difficult enough . never
mind writing . Why else did Devlin
become president instead of ~cc
retary?
Although after reading all the
spell ing mistakes in Midweek , one
begins to wonder if you need to be
able. to write to be secretary
either. Has Robbie Foy ever heard
of proof-reading? Perhaps he
should ask Donald Pillock to
check Midweek for him . After all .
now that he's learned to count.
Pollock hasn't got anything else to
do!
Rumour has it that the Social
Democratic Club are current ly re-·
writing their constitution. It
would appear that after someone
pointed out to them what a proper
consti tuti on looked like . the SOC
that they had better have one. So
armed with a copy of the Liberal
Consti tution . SRC non-en1ity and
SOC Presidency hopeful Angus
Mcintosh, set to work. However,
when it came down to actually
deciding anything. the Social
Democrats ran into difficulties.
Sounds fa mili ar? · Perhaps they
should seek advice from Uncle
David and Aunty Shirley on how
to make a si lk purse out of a sow·s
ear . . .
So the Conse rvative Association have e lected Rupert Murdoch as one of their Honorary
Vice Presidents. This is hardly
surprising, as the FCS and News
International have many comm on
attributes. For a sta rt_ they share
an intense loat hing of anything to
·the left of Adolf Hitler. and . more
'importantly. both are over-manrned. After all. who needs two
vice-presidents?
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Guide1ines for writing about your course
available from EUSA offices.
Cartoons and a cover design needed .
Prizes for best contributions .
Deadline: end of February.
Don't delay. Do it today.
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Irish logic
"A grave and dangerous mis'take" summed up Owen Dudley .
Edwards' considered estimation of
the Irish-Anglo Accord. Mr
Edwards is a well-known lecturer
in History at Edinburgh University, as well as author of many
books on Ireland.
He is also a strong and hostile
critic of the Unionists in Ireland
which may appear a confusing
paradox. However speaking at a
sparsely-attended meeting of the
EU Ulster Unionist Students'
Association last Friday, Mr
Edwards
urged
critics .of
Unionists like himself to "tum
your back on the spiral of grievance-mongering" and .strongly
opposed the Accord. This "sc
heme", he maintains is· "deeply
insulting to human dignity and
treacherous on the part of the
British Government towards the
N. Ireland Unionists."
Mr Edwards went on to cite the
ignorance of Irish History in Britain as producing a desire always
to choose "applause-winning solutions ." And he sees Mrs
Thatcher as "falling in" with the
agreement while her political position along with that of Garret
Fitzgerald , the Irish Prime Minister may too easily prove "dangerously pliable." In an often witty or
exhilarating speech Mr Edwards
warned of evils of ultra-republicanism. Opposition leader in the
Dail, Charles Haughey has also
come out against the Accord, but
on the grounds that it does not go
far enough towards Irish re-unification.
Mr Edwards also extolled
Enoch Powell's theory that the
Accord may have had some
American origins as President
Reagan prepares to go to his last
congressional elections this year
needing the votes of the "moral
majority" and Irish-American
Catholics to avoid any humiliating
defeat on his policy record so far.
Mr Edwards fears that Mr Reagan
may have exerted some presusure
of Mrs Thatcher, when he
believes to follow the rule: "The
more compliant you are the more
you are equal."

Liberals
Sexist problems change

under scrutiny

0

The Welfare Committee will mittee to examine the problem
shortly be sending a document to further.
all Directors of Studies dealing
with the question of sexual harassThe
Welfare
Committee
ment and sexism. The paper
draws attention to the fact that believe that a student, if consexist remarks and obscene lan- fronted with sexism or sexual
guage can offend, even where no harassment , would · turn to a
offence is meant. It also highlights frit:nd or a tutor they could trust.
the difficulties a student faces if However, Gill Troup and Cathy
sexual advances are made by a Presland of the Welfare Committutor , for example, increasing or tee wish to · make it known that
decreasing
academic
marks students may bring any such probdepending on the student's reac- lem to their attention in the strictest confidence. They feel it is
tion.
important to know how widespread cases of sexual harassment
The problem of sexual harass- are in the University.
ment is difficult to categorise as a
reaction to a particular remark or
However, a decision has been
gesture is very personal. Concern
over this problem originated in made to send the document to all
the Medical Societies Associa- Directors of Studies, in order to
tion. Malcolm MacLeod
a give them more insight into the
member of this Association,' and various problems of sexual harassment. It is hoped that the docuthe SRC Welfare Committee
produced the document. Origi: ment will lead to an improvement
nally it was to be circulated among in staff/student relationships.
students in the hope that their
Sally Burlton
response would enable the com-

A new constitution for the Liberal Club was accepted without
opposition at the Liberal Club's
Annual General Meeting on
Wednesday 12th February in the
Balcony Room of Teviot Row
House.
Nominations for candidates to
fill the posts on the Executive
Committee were called for , and
after the nominees had each spoken, and each had been politely
applauded , the ballot was taken
w~s
Before
the
result
announced , the outgoing President Cheow-Lay Wee gave a brief
summary of the successes, failures, and problems encountered
over the previous twelve months.
A lack of participation at all
levels, together with a lack of
organisation , appear to have been
the main difficulties.
The new constitution , he hoped
would help combat some of the
problems , as well as providing a
"sound basis" for the club.
The new President , Michael
Lyttle echoed the sentiments
expressed by his predecessor in
giving voice to his hope that the
club would succeed in "getting
people more active."
Michael Burgermeister

Report says students
must pay
Students should have to pay the
full cost of their higher education
- as much as £50,000 - says a
Owen Dudley Edwards
report published last week by the
He believes the Acccord not nght-wmg Adam Smith Institute.
only indicates a frightening lack of
The report by Mr Douglas
acknowledgement of the Unionist Mason , a Fife councillor, argues
feeling and presence in Northern m favour of the introduction of
Ireland, but takes away their right student loans to cover the full cost
to make their own decisions. He oC- higher education courses.
warned , too , that the culture and These loans would be repaid after
identity of Ulster Unionists could graduates.
be washed out and lost , inviting
There is no reasons says the
them "to become other than what report , why students should be
they are."
subsidised more than other young
people, nor is there any evidence
Jane Kelly

that such a loans scheme would
discourage university entrants
from poorer backgrounds. The
fact that students are not charged
at present , claims the report , has
an
over-supply
of
cased
graduates. The result has been
unemployment and lower salaries
than
might
otherwise
be
expected.
The Government's recent
abandonment of any plans to
establish a student loans scheme
means, however, that the report is
unlikely to have much impact in
the short term.

Thelnstitute's report also calles
for private financing of universities, saying that the higher education system has been "strang-'
led" by Government control and
financing which should end . Principals of universities are accused
of political lobbyi)lg in defence of
vested interests.
In addition, the report calls for
an end to academic tenure saying
that those academics worthy of
their jobs would have nothing to
fear from this.
Gary Duncan

Games in gear at Pleasance
The Pleasance, until recently
characterised by wasteland and
makeshift car-parks. is shortly to
experience a major overhaul and
redevelopment. In four separate
projects, a total of £6 million is to
be spent over the next few years
improving the road and altering
the infrastructure which surrounds it.
At the moment the most obvious changes are being made to the
road itself. The bottom halfofthe
Pleafance is closed to traffic so
that Lothian Regional Council
can widen the junction with
Holyrood and realign the Pleasance road up past the Sports
Centre and beyond.
Although the need for widening
the road reflects increased traffic
• in the area, there are no plans for
. ano!her pedestrian crossing.
•Jn total £166,000 is being spent
and the alterations should be completed by June; in time for the
Commonwealth Games.
The Pleasance Sports Centre i;
also undergoing major structural
changes with the demolition of the
old garage at the entrance to the

main-car-park. The Region is
funding this as part of the road
widening scheme.
The University will , however ,
be paying out to have the car-park
tarred and to have a new main
reception area in oi;ieration in

The Pleasance is now about to
recover from the ·"planning
bhght" of the 1960's, he said, and
all the developments would start
" bringing life back into the area."
As part of this , Edinburgh Dis-

A budget of £100,000 has been
set aside this year for design work
and site preparation. The builk of
the work, however, will start in
1987 and is due for completion in
1989.
Already, opposite the Societies
Centre , the Edinvar Housing
Housmg Association is in the process of constructing 67 flats along
similar lines to the District'~
Council's proposals. Costing £1. 7
million in total, the development
will include a dozen 'Cluster' flats.
The 'Cluster' flat is a concept
which involves two unrelated

people sharing a kitchen and a living room, and is designed to lower
the cost of accommodation for
less well-off single people.
Both these building programmes have similar aims in providing
mixed housing and rented accommodation, of which there is a serious lack in the city.
It is hoped that the Pleasance
will in time become a 'showpiece'
for the rest of Edinburgh and will
mark the beginning of further
public-sector development on the
city's south-side.
Michael Moore

WIN EUROPE TRIP
Following the success of our ski competition, next week

Stud~nt offers you the chance to see Europe. An Inter-Rail
time for this summer's Games.
Th1.s also is part of the University's
pohcy of creating "a logical structure ~ut o~ a cobweb of confusing
bml1hngs, . as Mr Alan Chainey,
Director of the Physical Education Department put it, last week.

trict Council last week announced
plans for a £4 million programme
to build 120 homes on the 'gap
site', between Arthur Street, the
site of the latest University flat
development , and Brown Street
on the Pleasance.

card ts the first prize in our summer holiday competition. The
Inter-Rail card offers its holder the chance to travel through 21
countries in Europe. As a runner-up prize, Student is offering
a free first-class rail ticket between any two British Rail
stations. Find out the details, and the entry form, in next
week's Student.

Free speech
by law-

Unkind cut for Vets

Veterinary colleges in Great S::~'.""::"'""~""""\~~:-lr-"'i,-------~:---•
A Bill to clamp down on the to a proud tradition of indepen- Britain face a cut of 10 per cent in
'platform politics' of rowdy stu- dent university unions in Scot- the number of undergraduate
1
dents who disrupt meetings and land, run by boards of manage- places available from this coming
deny free speech was introduced ment without interference from autumn . At present, 335 veteri·
I\.
•"\
into the House of Commons last university authorities, and believe nary students are accepted a nnu·
week by Tory MP Mr Fred Silves- this must remain the case.
ally by six colleges at Edinburgh,
ter.
Neil Forsyth Glasgow, Cambridge, London ,
Bristol and Liverpool. The Royal
·Mr Silvester claims that the
Two Conservative MPs were Dick Vet currently takes 60
tradition of free speech had been
challenged by some student subject to further abuse earlier British stude.nts. This will . be cut
unions who had adopted a prac- this week when they were due to to 53 for the next academic year.
Mr Andrew Short of the Dick
tice known as the ' no platform speak at higher education instiVet explained that the number of
policy'. This means that anybody tutes at Sunderland and Oxford.
Tory MP, Michael Fallon, was student places available at the six
holding different views from the
union are refused a fair opportun- punched in the face after visiting colleges is reassessed every five
ity to express themselves, with all Sunderland polytechnic on Mon- years (the latest reassessment
sorts of methods being employed day evening. The MP was being last summer). At present
range of specialities. Edinburgh ·s the University. Mr Short said th at
assaulted in the students' union
to enforce the policy.
the num bers of vets needed in Dick Vet College is currently dis- this would inevitably make it eve n
There had been vilence, physi- bar, and barely fifteen minutes Great Britain is declini ng, espe·
cussing the possi bility of collab- harder for prospective British
cal intimidation, missile throwing, later had to jump out of the way of cially in rural areas . This, coupled
oration with Glasgow's Veteri- Veterinary students. The coll ege
the use ofmegaphones, orches- a car which drove directly at him. with the expense of financing a
nary College. This could mean is also trying 10 attract overseas
trated heckling, and even spitting. The MP for Darlington had been student through five years of an
students and lecturers possibly
All this, he claims, has eaten into speaking .at a meeting of the expensive scientific course, means having to commute between the students, especially from countries which do not have their own
polytechnic's Students Christian
the traditions of universities.
that veterinary colleges will have two colleges, but would ensure colleges. This would help offse t
Many examples were cited to Movement, and student union to reduce their intake.
the survival of more exotic "the reduction in money avai lable
back his case . Mr Michael Hesel- -president Gary Hogben yesterday
This reduction should not affect specialities.
to the colleges as a consequence of
tine had. been daubed with red condemned the actions against Mr any postgraduate or research pos·
The royal Dick is thus facing an a smaller student intake.
paint and a South African ambas- Mallon totally.
Another Tory MP, John Car- itions, bu; it may become harder additional cut on top of that
sador prevented from speaking at
for the six colleges to offer a large already experienced by the rest of
Isabel Campbell
Nottingham. Only last week Mr lisle, was hounded out of the preJohn Carlisle, Tory MP for Luton stigious Oxford Union on Monday
North, was beaten up at Bradford night when he attempted to speak
when he was due to speak on the in favour of sporting links with
rights of sportsmen to play in South Africa. Mr Carlisle arrived
South Africa. A similar incident to find a demonstration outside the
took place at Southampton in college and the room where the _ The proverbial pigsty! Smell , Street.
January when Harvey Proctor, meeting was to have been held was muck, fleas, and flatmates. DouSingle room (£100 p~r month) Further details from Thistle
ble stall now available for two
MP, was prevented from speaking occupied by around a hundred
available now in Marchmont. Camps. NTS. 5 Charlotte Square.
demonstrators
who
had
locked
· sows/boars who don 't mind pig's
as guest of the Conservative
Central heating , telephone. living Edinburgh EH24DU.
themselves
inside.
Association.
mess - plenty to sniff at. Grunt!
room. Phone 447 3520 after 6 pm.
The police were called, and ' Scabby, rancid double pigsty Mr Silvester's Bill was given a
Inspector
David
Palmer
of
Oxford
Urgently
required - 2 single In Edinburgh there are large
£32 per month each (No bills).
formal First Reading , but is
rooms/2 bed flat for 2 responsible number of childless couples seekunlikely to reach the statute book Constabulary said that Mr Car· Come and snort it oµt for yoursefemale students Phone 667 2308.
ing help from infertility clinics.
due to lack of parliamentary time. lisle "was advised" to leave in the lves. 1111 West Richamond
One form of help is Artificial
If passed, however, it would interests of his own personal security,
and
did
so.
Insemination by Donor (AID)
impose a duty on university
"Unfortunately,"
continued
but the waiting lists are very long
authorities to maintain the right of
Inspector Palmer, "he then went
because of the lack of donors. If
free speech for all persons.
£8 ticke for Simple Minds, National Trust for Scotland Conyou think you could help please
They would have to show that to a restaurant in the city centre,
Wedenesday 26th February in servation Workcamps for Easter.
they had taken all reasonable La Cantina, with a party of about
Glasgow. To swap for one for Fri- Vacancies exist on camps at Kil- ·send a self-addressed envelope to
Mr T. B. Hargreave. Consultant
steps to ensure that no speaker five. The demonstrators, who
day 28th. Don Societies liecrankie. Perthshire (21-28
Urologist.
department
of
March) and Crathes Castle . Kinwas denied only because students must have had scouts, found out he
Centre.
Surgery. Western General Hospicardineshire (4-11 April). Cost
threatened disruptive action and was there and started to
tal. and I will send you full detai ls.
only £12 per camp. Free transport
that they had taken the approp- demonstrate outside the restaurt. B. hargreave
from Edinburgh may be available.
riate action against offenders, ant!" At this stage, it transpires,
imposing fines or summoning the the Conservative Member of ParliTom Kitten: sorry about the Valpolice if necessary. Mr Silvester ament was quietly advised to leave
entine. Why not come round for a
went on to say that if there were ·the town.
~
roll
and a nibble?
Devin Scobie
any need to ever limit the rights of
free speech it should be done by
.Parliament and not by "a gang of
fascists masquerading as university students".

VIS l TORS
'lJOOM

ACCOMMODATION

TO SWAP

SMALL ADS

MESSAGES

J·' 1·idct\. 21
F'ebrLi r,r\· ~
l1.J::°Sp111g

• In response to the Government's Green Paper on Higher
Education, the Educational Insti·
lute of Scotland has defended student unions as the best way of
ensuring free speech. They_point
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I STUDENT

"Absurd" Palestine ideas under attack

I

Dear Sir,
I wish to express surprise and
indignation at the outright lies
!
told by Qavid Clark, and the
appearance of credibility they
were given by Prue Jeffreys in her
article ("Clark condemns meeting
Established in 1887
Published by EUSPB intimidation,") in your issue of;!3
Jan.
Clark fai ls to realise that what
he terms "intimidation" was simply an instance of the Friends of
Palestine putting forward a weak
case. It was the absurdity of the
AGM motion, with its anti-semiSDP Leader i>r David Owen is among the first Oppostic overtones, that brought Jenny

Owen's all wrong

ition politicians to argue in favour of loans to replace the
current system of student grants. Tony Benn's prediction
that Dr Owen will be the next leader of the Conservativ e
Party doesn't seem so ridiculous in light of the SDP
leader's latest policy viewpoint. One expects the Government to make such ideas known and discussed, but it is
unusual for an Opposition to do so.
It seems thatthe idea of student loans is beginning to
take hold in some very important places. Our own Principal favours the introduction of' student loans, and now
both Government and Opposition politicians have
mooted the idea.
In theory the idea has some merit. It would mean that
every student would be guaranteed a source of income
during his or her University career. However, in the current situation of ten per cent graduate unemployment, it
is a bit unrealistic to expect students to take on huge debts·
as the price they have to pay for their degree. In any
case, the current situation whereby some families can
afford to send their offspring to University, and others
can't, would continue, if in another form. Some wealthier
parents would simply give their offspring money to see
them through University, while the rest of the potential
student population would be even more discouraged from
going to University by the prospect of debt and financial
hardship before AND after graduation.
The student population is under attack from all sides,
or so it seems. Our political muscle is limited unless we
mobilise all .our resources, and those of our families and
friends, to ensure that life in the higher education system
is financially tolerable. The current system of student
loans - that which means that a majority of students
have overdrafts at some point in their time at University
- is the result of the breakdown of a perfectly good
grants system.
It's about time we heard some politicians standing up
and saying they favour comprehensive and full grants,
and only that mobilisation of students' political muscle
will be sufficient to make that anything more than a
pipedream.

Glynn to tears! She musthave felt in your mind, D'avid?); and
so ashamed at evoking such a · finally, what 's wrong with a
clearly aggressive policy toward member of the Jewish Society takthe State of Israel , and a misun- ing notes? Perhaps she wanted to
derstanding of its Zionist learn something from the meeting
philosophy. Lucki ly the students -which is more than I can say for
of this University havemore sense David Clark!
than to support such hooliganism!
What was thought to be "i ntimiIn response to Clark's other dation" was, in factr, a sign of the
charges, photos were taken of all fragility of the aggressive Palest ithe speakers - yes, even those nian position .
from the Jewish Society, DavidNext time, David, get it right
and published in the Jewish Echo before shooting your mouth off!
the follow ing week; no "pretend
Respectfully submitted ,
guns" were pointed at the Palesti- L. B. Litvack
nian speakers (perhaps they were
EU Jewish Society

Geography field discontent
Student
Dear Student,
details of dissertation finance this
We are writing to inform you summer. Needless to say this is an
action
about the great feeling of resent- essential part of our degrees and
ment and bitterness which exists many people have subsequently
in the Geography Department paid because of this blackmail.
insufficient- over
our so-called "Staff-Student This does not, however, mean
more
disruption
necessary

Liaison Committee". We are
third year geographers (Junior
Honours) and we have been presented with the fait accompli of a
compulsory field trip this summer
term, week five, with our third
year finals in week seven . The
overwhelming majority of our
year find this totally unacceptable, not least of which because we
were promised no field trip this
year.
For the privilege of being present on this field trip we have been
instructed to pay £30 each. Should
anyone fail to pay this sum (or
indeed to go) they have been told
they will not qualify to graduate.
Nso should the entire year fail to
stump up, no one will be given

Dear Student,
As your front page article said
last week, universities and colleges all over Britain are protesting against the government's
·attacks on students' living standards, but, from a look at what's
planned, it seems that the voice of
Edinburgh University isn't likely
to be a p~rticularly loud one.
The day of "action'm has
received such minimal publicity,
(ie an article in Student and one
inMidweek - giving little or no
details) that most students are
unaware that it is planned at all or
Dear Music Ed,
see it as a completely disorganised
I am writing in reply to the
event, not worth attending. What
recent Pastels gig 'review' as there
happened to extensive postering
seems to be a few inaccuracies in
and leafletting?". Why wasn't a Dear Student,
i
meeting called so students could
I was intrigued by the implica- it.
Firstly, the argument started
discuss and take a part in deciding tion in last week's letters page that
not
because
Paul Hullah was calexactly what action should be sexist comments are excusable
led a 'wanker' but because he
taken instead of it all being dic- when made by females!
tated by the SRC?
jenny Dunn refused to pay any admission
money. As he was not on the guest
And what action are they planlist all that was asked for was £1 to
ning? On Wednesday, a day when
contribute towards the cost of putvery little goes on at the Univerting on such a gig. However, this
sity, the Students' Association
seemed to be beyond him .
intend to picket lectures in action
Hullah claimed that both Passimilar to the less than halftels doormen abused him . The
hearted picket by the AUT a few
doormen that night were Jeff,
weeks ago. In the afternoon there
who organised the gig with me,
is a mass meeting on behalf of the Dear Sir,
Re judo headline "Girls on top and myself. As neither of us had
Labour Party and then the SRC
intends to bring an unspecified at Pleasance", My pure , uncor- even met Hullah before (or
University building to a halt by rupted mind fails to see what is Andrew tully) it is very unlikely
occupying it overnight when no wrong with that headline. If some- that we would abuse him in the
one thinks that this headline is manner he mentions. The person
one else wants to use it anyway.
This action, though deeply sym- ·vulgar or sexist, then I think that who was shouting at Hullah was a
bolic, will remain no more than that person 's mind must be of a Pastels fan who was speaking to
Jeff at the time . He was also the
that while it is organised to avoid similar vulgar state.
Yours faithfully,
person who made the comments
confrontation and mobilisation of
lain Catto about Andrew Tully.
the mass of students. A meeting
Another discrepancy is that
should have been called several
Stephen Pastel was not even there
weeks ago to involve students in
at the time of the 'conversation'·
the decision making, picketing
Neither was Bernice the drumshould be taking place on a larger
mer. Hullah only met them on the
scale and on a day whe lectures
stairs after he had been given free
are likely to be affected and any
admission .
occupation should be designed to
Also the last quote by Stephen
disrupt the running of the UniverPastel has nothing at-all to do with
sity as much as possible - only by
the night in question but was
forcing the government to back To the Editor,
We give notice that the aver- taken from a recent Sounds interdown , by showing that ordinary
students are prepared to fight, can tisement rega_rding "University view.
Investigations" in Student last
He also tries to make out that
we really stop the cuts.
So, when Wednesday's day of _week (13th February '86) has we have some sort of objection to
action has flopped and Robbie been retracted forthwith. We are students attending. This is abso•Foy blames apathetic students he also aware that all correspon- lute rubbish. I suggest that if in
should pause for a moment to con- dence via Teviot House is no future someone from Student
comes to review a gig you send
sider the bureaucratic way he has longer possible.
We regret any inconvenience someone who is open minded and
organised the affair.
caused to the staff of Student.
YOurs ,
honest.
Yours sincerely,
Yours sincerelt,
Ivan Uemlianin
Stuart Cant
University
Investigations
RCS

Can females
be sexist?

Innocence
and vulgarity
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that we in any way agree with the
tactics of our department , which
we consider to be foul play in the·
extreme.
In stating our case to our so-called "Staff-Student Liaison committee", we were told in no uncertain terms that our views would be
completely ignored.
We suspect that the only reason
for us being sent on this field trip is
for the financial good of the
department and in no way is useful to the students - especially as
we all do completely different
courses and that the use of
fieldwork in some fields of geography is now accepted as being
utterly irrelevant.
Name and Address Supplied

Apologies
about an
,advert

Pastels
inaccuracies

Zooii---Animal Magic
A ZED AND

certainly a feast of colour and
imagery, with masterful set pieces
which pay exquisite attention to
composition and lighting. therehy
developing the all-pervasive symmetry of twins . double amputations and recurring images into an
appearance of order and progression.

TWO NOUGHTS
Dir: Peter Greenaway
Filmhouse
Is a zebra a white animal with
black stripes, or a black animal
with white stripes? If Adam was a
twin , what happened to his
brother? Exactly how long does it
take for a month-old crocodile to
fully decompose? These are just
some of the questions touched
upon in Peter Greenaway's latest
and predictably ambiguous film,
A Zed and Two Noughts .
They are though, like so much
else , 'touched upon', and not
answered. Perhaps the most tangible questions raisaed then, concern the medium and potential of
'Counte r Cinema', for this is certainly the area within which A Zed
and Two.Noughts lies. Yet what is
so d isti nctive is the way the
semblance of a plot and continuity
emerges from a film steeped in the
avant-garde .
The setting is a recognisable but
highly stylised and contorted
world , centred around a European municipal zoo. A pair of
identical twins , th e two 'noughts'
of the title , work here. They are
catapulted into obsessive grief
and a search for the meaning of
li fe by the deaths of their wives in
a bizarre car accident involving a
low flying mute swan. This se·arch
leads to a comprehensive study of
the evolution of animal life
through film records , and a series

WHEN FATHER WAS
AWAY ON BUSINESS
Dir: Emir Kusturica
Film house
" In this film I did not want to be
the judge or the interpreter of the
story. I wanted to show the drama
of a six-year-old boy whose father
was the victim of a historical
period."
T he theme of the innocent
caught up in the upheaval of history is a popular one in the cinema
- viz ' Revolution' if you dare but few have been quite so innocent as Malik. the central charac-

ter of Emir Kusturica's When
Father Was Away On Business.
The business-trip reference,
you see , is a polite euphemism for
preventative custody. The scene is
Yugoslavia in the early fifties;
Tito has just split from Stalin, and
supporters of the latter are being
rounded up. Malik's father,
Mesa , played by Miki Manojlovic, is not political, he is intelligent and likeable. He is, however,
to quote the press release, a 'lusty
Lothario with a yen for the girls' ,
one of whom turns him in during a
fit of pique. Six-year-old Malik is
told that his father has gone away
on a business trip. Naturally he is
1far more interested in football

of elaborate photographic experiments to capture the process of
decay , be it of an apple , a prawn
or a dog .
Meanwhile , both twins have an
affair with Alba, the only survivor
from the crash. who has to have
one, then the other leg amputated. Having given birth to her
own twins she dies , leaving the
bereaved twins the freedom to use
her country hideaway as the place
of thefr final photographic experiment , using themselves as its subject. Also pr.esent are a group of
equally

mythical

including a surgeon infatuated
with Vermeer , a woman who
wears black and white striped
underwear, and a prostitute who
tells dirty stories about frogs and
chimpanzees.
Which is -quite a fascinating
phenomenon bearing in mind that
Greenaway allegedly constructed
the film around three basic and
seemingly unrelated sources - a
three-minute time lapse film of a
decaying mouse , a one-legged
gorilla from Rotterdam Zoo. and

a photograph of a woman standcharacters. ing between two identical twins.

(time is marked by the passage of
. international matches) and his
impending circumcision!
The film is an enthralling mixture of 'Dim Sum· with sex (it has,
strangely , an 18 certificate) and
'The Official Version ' . Strong
points about political extremism
are made , and all the more poignantly, kept in contrast with the
ebb and flow of the boy's life.
Family life is accurately painted ;
Malik's uncle is a Police Commissioner , and the bristling enmity
that develops between Malik's
mother and her brother after
Mesa's arrest is painfully true. As

This al emerges t roug a matrix of avant-garde techniq·ue.
There is a lack of narrative transitivity typified by an episodic construction and frequent interruptions and digressions, an estrangement ·from the characters, and a
degree of aperture which encompasses a mine of allusion. quotation, parody and open-endedness.
Above all, though, there is an
emphasis
on
the
visual.
"Cinema," Greenaway states. "is
far too rich and capable a medium
to be merely left to the storyteller." Whatever remains inexplicable , A Zed and Two Noughts is

POWELL AND PRESSBURGER

A Retrospective
"There is only one English feature director whose work is in the first
rank. Michael Powell is the only director to make a clear political
analysis in his films, his work is unequalled .. _ . It is a tragedy that he
has made so few films in the last twenty years, none in the last ten, and
a lasting condemnation of all those who make films. He was a major
casualty of the spurious social realism of the sixties whose practitioners
have grown fat and invaded the media with their well-scr11bbed minds."
-Derek Jarman
Such a eulogistic appreciation is on the cheap. the Himalayan
typical of the affinity many pre- peaks were faked out of draped
sent-day film-makers feel for the muslin. the Indians were caricawork of Michael Powell and tures. After that I said nothing
Emeric Pressburger whose work would persuade me to have any
at the moment is undergoing more films made ...
somewhat of a revival. As well as
Like it or not. it did provide a
Derek Jarman. others who have control of light which brilliantly
either collaborated with Powell or conveyed the illusions contained.
recognise the influence of his The nuns plant. pray and teach
work in steering them away from devotedly but soon crack under
the consensus of social realism are the intense atmosphere and other
Martin Scorcese. Francis Ford frustrations. Sexuality becomes
Coppola, Neil Jordan and Julien the focus of disturbance within the
Temple . Their admiration for the weary community. Deborah Kerr
eccentricities and energy of such is enchanting as the young. insecfilms as The Red Shoes , The Life ure Sister Superior and Kathleen
and Death of Colonel Blimp and. Byron is the Sister who falls for
Oh, Rosali11da has recently been the lipstick. The community's
echoed by the critical acclaim abandonment of the hilltop can be
which has accompanied the revi- read as a spiritual preparation for
val of several of the Archers· pro- the Bri.tish withdrawal from India.
ductions 40 years on.
Black Narcissus was the first
If you missed Blimp last year at Archers' production which wasn't
the Filmhouse and The Red Shoes their own original screenplay.
last week at Film Soc, then your Writing their own screenplays.
one character says. "Jn that next opportunity is next month they gained an undeserved repumadhouse, it was brother against when Black Narcissus comes to tation as eccentric decorators of
the Filmhouse. High in the fantasy after such films as A Matbrother."
The performance of Morena Himalayas. on top of a precipice ter of Life and Death. a technical
De Bartolli as Malik is · supe.rb and surrounded by snow-tipped masterpiece about a pilot torn
Non-cutie child actors are a rare mountains, lies an abandoned old between this world and the next
commodity (Hunter Carson in palace; the setting for a group of after a bail-out Jn this and The
'Paris Texas' being the only other English nuns who arrive to set up Red Shoes. the most successful
that comes immediately to mind). a community. And it was all shot Archers' production despite going
Sadly, some credibility is lost due at Pinewood, London . Powell's 100 per cent over budget, Powell
to Malik not ageing visibly across decision to create an India in a and Pressburger did things which
the five-year time-span of the studio allowing him to concen- could not have been done in any
film, and the oft-repeated "My,· trate on dramatising the film 's other medium. The latter's 14hasn't he grown" becomes a little inner conflict. paid off through minute ballet sequence and
the design of Aifn:d Junge and larger-than-life characters make it
absurd.
The film, at 2 hour,s 15 minute.;, dramatic technicdlour cinematog- a most powerful and rich work.
raphy of Osc~r-winning Jack Car- They also produced several war
is a shade too long; but interest is
diff. Rumer Godden. whose book films including Contraband, 49th
never lost. Painful and humorous,
this is a profound and important the film is based on, thought diffe- parallel, The Battle of the River
rently : "It was made at Pinewood Plate, One of Our Aircraft is Misfilm.
Yossi

Their union into a 115-minute film
could be viewed to a large extent
as art for art's sake, and one does
wonder at the degree of
indulgence as certain of Greenaway's themes are repeated again
and again . say. for example . after
about the ninth decay sequence .
But then , who's to say pure aestheticism is not justifiable in itself.
and it would be wrong to claim
that this is in fact what A Zed and
Two Noughts embodies. It certainly examines the condition of
life , be it trapped behind bars. or
more importantly by the bounds
of death and the natural forces
which guarantee a decomposition
into the earth and the breakdown
of consistent representation can
be interpreted as a move towards.
rather than away from. realitylife does not make sense. and. like
the film, is ultimately matrix of
questions.
A Zed and Two Noughts is
therefore challenging and refreshing , and as such highly recommended as an injection of thought
provocation and poignant imagery. Don"t. though . expect a
pleasant escape into the world of
'traditional' entertainment.
Matthew Calling

a

sing and The Life and Death oj
Colonel Blimp.
Powell and Pressburger's work
is vast and represents one of the
most intensively creative and
experimental periods of British
cinema. They made 20 films in
just 17 years. Others include A
Canterbury
Tale,
Tales of
Hoffman. Gone to Earth. I Know
Where Fm Going. The Small Back
Room , The Elusive Pimpeme/ and
Ill Met By Moonlight. In a Guardian Lecture at the National Film
theatre last year. marking his 80th
birthday. Powell spoke of the general malaise of British cinema:
"My opinion would be to collaborate much more closely with
America. We work for an
English-speaking market. Usually
a British film starts with the idea
that we're either competing with
America or we're trying to do better. That's ridiculous. We're far
too inclined here to sav that we ·ve
got to create a British cinema.
Why? God didn"t ordain a British
cinema. We don·t pay our. directors enough and they're the
people who've got to lead.··
Pleased. no doubt. with these
remarks was American director
Martin Scorcese (Taxi Drfrer.
Ragi11g Bull, King of Comedy)
who recalled first seeing The Red
Shoes with his fother at the·
Academy of Music on 14th Street.
New York.
"I was mesmerised by the film.
. .. . I remember the scene where
the impressario. Lermontov meets
Vicky at a cocktail party and asks
her. 'Why do you want to dance?'
She replies. 'Why do you want to
live?' This applies to any passion
in the arts. I believe. and it SJms
up Michael and Emeric's own
careers and their partnership as
The Archers. It 's also how I feel
about making movies."
Anthony Harwood
Coming soon:
Death Wish III - Revolution 1919-Commando-Car Trouble Lost in America Caravaggio-Absolute Beginners
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SSDF is launched
The Scottish Student Drama
The Scottish Student J)rama Festival runs from next MonFestival was founded in 1982. It .. day to Saturday in Dundee. It is second only to the Edinburgh
has grown from strength to Festival in terms of importance to EUTC. On this Arts Page we
strten.gth. A studSeSnDt-rFun nobn-com- provide a time-table of events to arouse your interest. A return
pe 1t1ve event ,
ts a out to .
,
•
•
open its fifth festival in Dundee. bck~t at any hme other than bet"'.een Friday 2-8 pm will c.ost
The festival has two objectives"'; you JUSt £4.00. Entrance to shows 1s a further £1.00'. One thmg
firstly , as a showcase for Scot- . this page doesn't emphasise are the workshops that run simulland's student theatre groups , and taneously and include our own Liz Lochhead.
secondly as an educational week ·
whe re Scotland 's student thes- An old veteran of SSDF, and ex-Festival secretary, describes what he
pians can lea rn and apply their thinks will happen next year.
various trades under the supervision of the most talented in Scot- pie bill consisting of If It Had formed: but whatever e lse that
tish professional theatre. And Pleased God by Patrick Evans , may be said about it , anyone who
although the showcase can some- which was seen at the Bedlam last will write, direct and perform his
times raise more embarrassed term - a nd if you' re lucky you .own play deserves a medal for
blushes than enthusiastic cheers, might bump into o ne of the select bravery . A red face in the line of
SSDF as an event is an e xciting performers and get a flash of their duty? To be fai r, no. EUTC as a
and exhilarating place to be. rave Scotsman review. Ken David- company has grown a reputation
over the years of providing the
Those embarrassed blushes are,
best and most innovative enterafter all , all part of the learning
tainment at SDDF. T he third
process. It could almost be said
offering is Howard Benton 's Hitler
that those that will blush in horror
Dances; the Bedlam's answer to
in Dundee today will blush with
' Dead Head' perhaps. After all,
pride in the West End tomorrow .
what the BBC can do ....
Or at least that's the consoling
The three together offer a rare
thought.
chance for us to see what EUTC
Down at the Bedlam theatre ·
do best; small, well-rehearsed
they are busily tacking together
Photo: Tony Segrove
projects , packed with innovation
the last pieces of the set that will
soon speed its way to a hall in son's The Rain is the second of the and ideas, unhampered by logisDundee. This year's contribution three , perhaps the selection's tics and expense, and positively
is Three Plays in the Round, a tri- dark horse as it is yet to be per- overflowing with e ntertainm e nt.

Hitler Dances was born of a
THREE PLAYS
ROUND

IN

THE

The Bedlam 17-19
SSDF 24-25 Fe brua ry
Three Plays in the Round puts
last year's contribution from
EUTC to SSDF to shame. For any
audience it should be a stimulat-

ing change to see plays performed
in the round and I think this combination (with Howard Brenton's
Hitler Dances pe rh aps being the
main seat-seller) which is a much
slicker a~d more serious affair
than Curly Withers, should prove
a hit in Dundee next week . As a
group they make for a rather long
evening's entertainment; my only
fear is that people will run for air
before seeing Patrick Evans's If It
Had Pleased God in t he second
half of the show. which is notably
the best of the three.

workshop he ld at our city's own
Traverse Theatre in 1971-72 between Brenton and various actors
and came o n the crest of the
recently appointed artistic director. Max Stafford-Clark's efforts
to lead the theatre away from the
"straight theatre" into the world
of workshops a nd musicians. As a
piece of theatre it is bitterly difficult to follow. It is a series of 24
emotio nally charged and interrupted scenes cqalescing around
two narrative themes; that of a
relationship struck up between a
small girl, Linda. from our time,
and a Germ an soldier who is
raised from the dead , and that ofa
parody, highly romanticised , of a
woman's training {Violette) felt
spying in occupied territory , set in
the early e uphori a of the 2nd
World war.
As a rule in this first night performance. t he lighter scenes were
brought off with far greater success than the more "serious" ones
(a notable exception being the
deat h of Violette's husband which
hits t he nail on the head). It was inthe comic scenes such as· the confront a ti o n between the parents
and Linda that the performance
really took off. or where the chi ldren dance around the body of the

IClassicall
JOHN CURRIE SINGERS
Queen's Hall; 16th February
Tucked away at the beginning
of tonight's programme, as if to
prepare the audience for the bout
of modernism shortly to follow ,
was Handel's Concerto Grosso in
G minor, in which the orchestra
set a high standard of performance, although I particularly
eh joyed the imitation in the upper
strings in • the Allegro ma non
troppo , and the warm counterpoint in the pastoral meanderings
of the Musette.
Then came the world premiere
of the newly commissioned

Loonscapes by Edward McGuire .
This consisted of the semiautobiographical thoughts of the
composer , the self-styled "loon '',
set to music. A "loon", it should
perhaps be pointed out, is in this
case a rascally fellow ; no aspersions should be cast on the sanity
of the composer, although I begin
to wonder when I read some of his
lyrics , for example:
" Did they get a telegram from
Amsterday?
No , they got a postakarta from
Jakarta! "
{Edith Sitwell , eat your heart
out!) Still , soprano soloist Irene
Drummond should be com-

Germa n soldier. At other times
the actors appeared ever selfconscious and lacked a depth of
performance which undermined
the Clramatic quality of many of
the mome nts. The direction by
Simon Bayly is slightly precious in
areas (such as the crucifix.ions)
but generally lively and imaginative .
Ken Davidson's the Rain, written and acted by him , is an
enigma. With a shaved head and
coloured pierrot suit and an
imaginative moveme nt of lights
he
delivers
a
IO-minute
monologue which left me wondering whether it was meaningless
drivel or meaningful fog, and I
think this unsatisfactory feeling
will be one most people are left
with.
If It Had Pleased God was the
highlight of this group. It is written by a recently graduated stu-

Photo: Tania Cameron
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dent at this university, Patrick
Evans, and is the mark of a serious
and talented playwright who will
receive attention in the future . It
is an unashamedly political play.
set at the time of the Black Death
and the Peasants' Revolt in England. First seen in the Bedlam last
October, it arrives here in a
slightl y modified form. It is more
clearly outspoken in my mind
than before: the figure of John
Ball is more rounded and treated
with even more sympathy: the
comic relief, of, for example, the
parading of the Three Estates at
the beginning of the play is funnier, and the figures of the King's
advisers, notably the Mayor of
London, are stronger caricatures.
Evans has sealed the mammoth

task of writing a history play with
great success, and at no point does
it descend either to the leve l of a
historical or political tract. Yet he
manages on the one hand to
create a sense of the "revolution"
with a mass movement and set it ;
by sprinkling the text with historical information , in its histoncal
context - with just the three
actor~ at his disposal , and on the
other hand to underline a very
strong political message through
the character of John Ball: that is .
a society which imposes wage
freezes (Wilson government) and
upholds inequality at what ever
cost (ariy government) , there is a
necessity for armed revolution
Ben Simms

GREEK -A preview

mended highly for lending
humour and expression to a very
difficult work , as should McGuire
for accurately recreating . the
sound of a sawmill .
The John Currie Singers, when
they finally emerged e n masse,
topped the evening with a fullthroated rendition of Hyadn's
well-tested Theresienmesse in B
flat major. The influence of
Moza rt was highly apparent in
several
dropping
passages
reminiscent of the Jupiter Symphony , but otherwise this was predictably fine classicism a la
Haydn , with Currie's authoritative conducting especially successful in the perfectly executed
tempo changes throughout.
Bob Clark

Bedlam ; 21st-25th February
Greek is the Oedipus story
recast in East Lon<l<°'n 's rear end ,
but where Oedipus submits to
destiny, Eddy {the principal protagonist) , sustained by an audacious belief in Life , triumphs over
his Fate.
Berkoff is a highly controversial
playwright who takes the boredom out of going to the theatre.
We aim to capture Berkoff's
energetic offensiveness matching
the vitality of his language with an
equally vigorous m anner of
action: the wo rd " m anne r" should
be stressed since it is from a range
of highly charged gestures and linguistic styles that Berkoff derives
the intensity of his theatre.
Although Berkoffs plays draw on
a rich variety of themes the guiding force behind this production
of Greek is to present an exuberant vision of life as it may be per-

ceived through the imagination
rathe r than something sullied and
poisoned by the life-deny_ing
institutions of social and poht1cal
prejudice - represented in Greek
by the plague of M~ggot
Scratcher's sodomised Bntam.
Working on this we have concentrated o n dynamic use of space m
order to release the imagination
rather than confine it with the
stale clutter of sets, costumes
and paraphernalia.
It is bei ng staged in the theatre's
cafe rather than the mam
audi~rium in order to increase
the play's immediateness.
Patrick Marmion

[Exhibs[

Camera-Craft
RIDDELL COLLECTION
National Portrait Gallery
Until 13th April
T his photographic exhibition is
a tribute to Peter Riddell (191885), Scotland's foremost private
collector of early photography,
whose entire collection has
recently been donated to the Scottish National Portrait Gallery. It
now , deservedly, makes up the
most substantial part of Scotland's
whole national photographic collection. ·
T his exhibition consists of
eighty of the most.striking photographs from his collection of
10,000. The photographs range
from the obscure to the masters of
the craft; the subject matter

includes the mundane and the
exceptional, and the techniques
are incredibly diverse. The wide
scope of the collection means it
serves as an effective guide .t o the
practice of photography in the
19th century; photography as an
art and as a business; photography
as a social. and psychological
force.
One of the more striking works
is by the Frenchman, E. J. Moulin
in 1856, and is entitled A game of
chess in Algeria. Here the photographer has caught the intense
concentration of the chess
players, sitting with their arms
and legs lightly crossed, 'as the
pressure of the game mounts.
Moulin has captured the tense
stillness of the scene, brilliantly
conveying the strained atmos-

man and a young child seem to be
somewhat over-exposed and
idealised. Bright colours apart,
the lively note is repeated where
Helen Lee often seems to be having a joke. A bored baby holds a
grinning clown, or a ridiculous
amount of people running in The
London Marathon are about to
converge on top of you . This is
strongly contrasted with one of
the few disturbing paintings ,
Labour Ward, whose brutality has
to be seen to be understood .

HELEN LEE
Scottish Gallery
Until 5th March
The Scottish Gallery is holding
a 'one-man' show of Helen Lee's
works. Helen Lee was born in
1951 in Southport ; she studied in
Edinburgh and is now living and
working in London .
The exhibition consists of a
hotch-potch of moods and subjects, unified by a prevailing
childlike and bright style. In general the themes are happy - an
unusual change from the often
macabre contemporary tone . The
subjects are direct; no complex
abstraction or surrealism. For
example , The Toy Basket and Box
of Fireworks, as the titles suggest,
are two of many colourful

phere. In complete contrast is·w.
D. Clark's photograph of the
Cowgate Arch of George IV
Bridge (1860) , where he has
achieved a misty and frosty effect ,
using the salt technique, stressing
the uninviting and haunting
aspects of this district. However ,
perhaps the most memorable
work is by the American , A. L.
Coburn, of G . K. Chesterton.
Here Coburn has used a process
which allows a greater tonal range
than most and permits the juxtaposition of dark shadows and
brilliant highlights, creating a
stunning effect. One realises from
these works that photography can
capture atmosphere and feeling
perhaps more successfully than
any other rival form of art.
By its overall diversity of subject matter and technique, RiddeWs
collection
can
be
appreciated by both the connoisseur and the casual viewer, and
can therefore be a source of both
knowledge and aesthetic delight.
The most positive achievement of
the exhibition, however, is in
turning
Riddell's
personal
enthusiasm for photography into
a public pleasure.
Emma Ras<:oe

Overall, the exhibition is a tantalisingly small display of Helen
Lee's oeuvre. If you are near
George Street and have got the
mid-term blues, step in, and have
..,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a look at this unusually cheerful
opt1m1st1c still lines. However,
some of the themes such as an old

collection.
Juliet Palmer

EGYPTIAN LANDSCAPES
City Art Centre
Until 31st March
Thirty years ago.Ramases Wissa
Wassef took a group of children
from the village of Harrania on
the outskirts of Cairo, taught
them the rudimentary skills of
weaving, provided them with
looms and awaited ·the results.
What he was frying to achieve was
the ultimate confirmation .of his
own theory about the nature of
creativity.
Wassef
human
be lieved that the potential of the
"artist" is within us all , and only as
a result of the "abstract, conformist syste m of education" which
we undergo does this inherent
creativity become stifled and lost.
us. His aim was to isolate and cultivate this naive creative energy
fro m within the physical and cultural confines of his workshop.
All aesthetic influences were vetoed, the weavers drawing their
inspiration purely from within
theniselves and their observations
of t heir environment. Spontaneity
of creation was ensured by the
prohibition of preliminary drawings, the images in the mind's eye
being directly translated onto the
loom. This in itself is a grnat
achievement when one considers
the complexity of design in works
such as Papyrus, and it is perhaps
in virtue of this fact alone that the
Harrania tapestries are. so outstanding . .
1,'he ground floor level of the
gallery hou~es the first generation
weavings , generally the largest
.works, with those of the second
generation upstairs. The collec-

This week the Arts Pages feature five book reviews on
page IS, including:
·
-"The Dramatic Symphony" by Andrey Bely
-,-''The Lipstick Circus" by Brian McCabe
-"Elegies" by Douglas Dunn.

tion ·as a whole is united by an
energetic, celebratory use of colour and a dexterity of execution.
Long-established themes are
treated in a fresh and unaffected
manner, free from the constrah1ts
of artistic convention. Subjects
are varied, but the sense of a joyous preoccupation with nature
pervades each of the pieces, notably with the almost comic observation conveyed in Ants. The
undeniable appeal of these tapestries is a fitting tribute to Wissa
Wassef himself and the effort
employed in the foundation , and
. maintenance, of his experiment.
Those who wish to know more
about the actual production of
these works will be able to see
four of the Harrania weavers in
action at the gallery from. 17-19
March. also taking place at the
exhibition will be two dance performances by Catalyst Theatre,
the first (Sat. March I) will be on
the theme of Birds, the second
(Sat. March 22) will incorporate
the sound of the weavers' looms as
they work in the gallery - both
performances will take place at 3
pm.
.
Lorraine Grant

values by Thatcherism is a conOnce again C4 has the most
scious attempt to cast a veil over
interesting program.mes on telly.
It certainly has the best film of the the reality of economic selfishncs'
week Time Bandits (Wed , 10.00) . and the consequent deprivation .
Directed by Terry Gilliam it 's a Jn addition Reid is hostile to the
surrealistic comedy-fantasy about force of sectarian dogmatism
a young boy who is taken on a within the hard left of the Labour
series of bizarre adventures in
Party. For him, on ly socialism
time and space by a group of that is truly non-sectarian and
dwarfs led by David Rappaport. It democratic can defeat Thatchalso stars John Cleese (hilarious erism. and only a vigorous
as Robin Hood), Michael Palin. socialism working for the good of
Sean Connery and David Warner all the people in this country can
(as Evil) and Ralph Richardson
restore Britain's ailing industrial
(as the Supreme Being). A bit like
base. You don't need to be some
kind of pinko to think the man
Monty Python meets C. S. Lewis.
via the Wizard of Oz. really. Stu- might have a point. Just look at
dent rating: whacky fun for kids of your grant cheque; if you've got
all ages.
one.
.
The best thing on BBC this
Less laughs but also worth
watching should be Bad Blood week must be Hancock's Half(Thur, 9.30 , C4). Set in 1941. it
Hour (Sun. BBC!) - twelve of
tells the true story of Stanley Tony Hancock's best comedy
shows starting with the classic
Graham, a backwoods farmer in
New Zealand whose increasing 'The Blood Donor'. As a curtain
paranoia led him to terrorise the
raiser to the series Omnibus are
local community and kill seven
rescreening a documentary about,
men (including four policemen).
the man. Stone me . not more
repeats.
bringing about the greatest manhunt in New Zealand history. This
A long soak in a hot bath with
masses of bubbles is one of the
powerful and grim film uses the
beautiful but inhospitable land- great pleasures in life. But have
you ever wondered what else
scape to telling effect as the army.
police and even the airforce close
people get up to in their batin on the wanted man. The Daily
hrooms? 26 Bathrooms (Sun.
Telegraph described the film as· 9.15. C4) gives us the chance to
"'an exceptionally vivid piece of find out with ·a warm and
film-making." . Student rating:
humorous look at ourselves in
that most private of places.· A
exceptional and vivid.
hal{-hour tour through an A to Z
Jimmy Reid is perhaps most
of bathrooms. with their naked
famous for being the communist
shop steward who led the success- inhabitants doing everything from
ful Upper Clyde Shipbuilders· eating breakfast to exercising to
play wilh toy boats. Tasteful and
work-in. But he has also been
Rector of Glasgow University . witty? Or just smut for G11ardia11
readers? Watch it and see. But if
and is now principal columnist for
that sort of thing appeals to you
The Mirror. In My Britain (Sun.
(and naturally I'm only writing
8.15. C4) he gives his view of the
present state of Britain. And it's this out of a se nse of journalistic
not a happy one. In Reid's opin- duty) then you'll want to stay up
ion Thatcherism has promoted late to see Naked Yoga (Sun.
easy paper wealth for the City at J 1.55. C4). Whatever next?
the expense of the rest of Britain.
Compiled by David c1Tne
Whilst the evocation of Victorian

GEOFFREY MACEWAN
Talbot Rice Art Gallery
Until 15th March
At the Talbot Rice Art Gallery.
Geoffrey MacEwan is exhibiting a
large and colourful group of paintings based on Dante's Divine
Comedy. The show , which lasts
until 15th March , represents four
years of hard work .
MacEwan ,
like
Botticelli.
Blake and Gustave Dore. has
based his work on the poem written in the 14th century since it
allows a broad interpretation and
requires constant updating. Eac.h
age has given particular emphasis
to particular aspects of the poem.
MacEwan has approached the
three section in distinctive ways.
In the Paradiso. there are a series
of large , bright and bustling paintings most notable of which is-Mercury with its five discs alight with
golden flames and •divided by
Prussian blues. There is a definite
sense of activity and ·confusion.
His penchant for white highlights
can be ·seen in Justice; a large.
Austrian-like eagle stand proud
despite its technicolour plumage
of black, white and yellow. Such

juxtaposed colours make the
works stand out like neon lights.
Whereas the more morbid and
subdued colours of Purgatorio
seem to depress you immediately
as in Exit From Hell. Here, an evil
red mouth and devious eyes loom
out of a vortex of misery. The

scratches over the wet paint could
almost be made by this mizarre
creature . Even if you don 't happen to have£2,000 in your pocket,
the contrast in colours alone
should fascinate any spectator of
modern or classical art.
Julian Thomas
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228 2688
South Cle.rk Street
Lothian Road
A CHORUS LINE
THE GREAT GATSBY
2.00,
5.15, 8.00
20 Feb; 2.30
Magical version of Fitzgerald's This is the film version of the
novel with Robert Redford playing Broadway musical which ran and
the poor little rich boy who ran. It's all about the trials and
gathers a ~rowd around him tribulations of putting on a big
A ZED AND TWO NOUGHTS
musical show and has some fan 20-22 Feb; 6.00, 8.30 •
tastic dance sequences. Central to
23-25 Feb; 8.30
this is the big macho director,
An erotic journey by two identical played by the very sexy Michael
twins through the twilight of Douglas, who tries to bring eveyEurope as seen through the eyes thing out of his cast and everyone
else involved in the show. The
of Peter Greenaway.
WETHERBY
~'O°&i;1 ~t go on.
20 Feb; 6.15, 8.15
1.45, 6.00, 8.30
21 Feb;
In both cinemas 2 and 3 this week.
2.00
Vanessa Redgrave plays the Big Beefcake, Sylvester Stallone
schoolteacher whose unhappy continues his winning ways by
past love life is brought vividly taking on the Russian Army's
into the present by a violent inci- champion, Dolph 'Even More
.Beefcake' Lundgren who gets
dent at her country cottage,
ground into the proverbial pinko
THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS
commite, leftie, subversive pile of
MICKEY ONE
dust by the great American Dream
21 Feb; 7.00
despite being much stronger,
22 Feb; 2.15, 7.00
Film noir with Tony Curtis playing much bulgier and twice as articuthe agent creating the stories for late as Stallone- mind you, that's
gossip columnist Burt Lancaster. not saying much.
Mickey One stars Warren Beatty
trapped in a web of conspiracy.
BLOOD SIMPLE
. 229 3030
THE HIT
Lothian Road
22 Feb; 11.00
SPIES LIKE US
Simply bloody murder, adultery 2.30, 5.20, 8.20
and passion in Texas followed by The newest tacky American comJohn Hurt as the hit-man who edy, though with Dan Ackroyd of
goes to Spain to pick up super- ghostbusters fame and Chevy
grass Terence Stamp,
Chase, veteran National LamPAULINE AT THE BEACH
poon's European Vacation, it will.
THE AVIATOR'S WIFE
probably be quite funny. Two
23,24 Feb; 6.45
unlikely candidates are chosen as
Two films by French director Eric spies and sent off on various
Rohmer, the first showing three dangerous commie-bashirig m ismen chasing two women holiday- sions.
ing. The Aviator's Wife follows the TEENWOLF
iove affairs of four Parisians.
2.15, 5.15, 8.00
WHEN FATHER WAS AWAY
Michael J. Fox, of Back To The
ON BUSINESS
Future infamy, stars in th is blatant
24, 25 Feb; 5.45
attempt to cash in on 'his new26 Feb; 2.00, 8.15
found riches as a normal pervy
"This- film won the Grand Prize at high school kid who discovers
the Cannes Film Festival.last year while he's shaving one night that
and tells the story of Yugoslavia at he's turning into a werewolf.
the time of the breakaway from Strangely this makes him very
Stalinist Russia,
popular
WEST SIDE STORY
BACK TO THE FUTURE
25 Feb; 2.00
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Brilliant musical based on a modWow! What a plot - Michael J.
ern day Romeo and Juliet in the
Fox gets sent back in time by tnis
slums of New York, between two
wacky scientist and bumps into
gangs. Superb dancing
his parents who are garbed in
PRIVATE LIFE
dresses and spots as typical fifties
25 Feb; 2.00
teenagers.
The last in the season of films by
Russian director Yuli Raizman, it
contrasts the public with the pri447 2660
vate in the Soviet State,
Newbattle Terrace
BILL DOUGLAS TRILOGY
BACK TO THE FUTURE
26 Feb; 7.00
Three films - My Childhood, My 2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Superbrat
and the latest teenbop
Ain Folk, My Way Home-tracing
the life of a child from the mining heartthrob, Michael J. Fox, takes
of to the 1950s in an atomic-po)Nvillage of Newcraighall
ered De Lorean car and meets up
with his parents as teenagers
which makes it very tricky when
JAZZIN FOR BLUE JEAN
his mother starts to fall madly in
STOP MAKING SENSE
love with him.
PURPLE RAIN
ROCKY IV ~
21Feb;11 .15
2.15, 5.15,8.15
Odeon
You can now see this in three
David Bowie plays fan and star in cinemas in Edinburgh. Isn't it
the first, Talking Heads are abso- amazing how far a thick-necked
lutely brilliant in the second, and American with an ability to grunt
Prince is highly amusing in the and hit people can get? Anyway,
last.
it's about boxing, surprise, surpUN CHIEN ANDALOU
rise, and he hits this poor Russian
L'AGED'OR
bloke, well, actually he's about 6 ft
A PROPOS DE NICE
4 inches nad built like and ox, but
SAUVE QUI PEUT (LA VIE)
Stallone still manages to beat the
23 Feb; 6.45
living daylights out of him
George Square Theatre
WITNESS.
Four nice, surrealist films
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
THE LAST HOLIDAY
Harrison Ford and a small boy are
KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS
the only witnesses to a washroom
26 Feb; 6.45
murder by some bent cops and
Pleasance
have to run off to the boy's home
Two great Alec Guinness films, in which is on an Amish community,
the second he · plays all e.ight which is run on strict Puritan lines,
characters in one family
practically 19th century.
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Forrest Road
225 9873
GREEK
Feb 21-25
9.00pm
£1 .50/£2.00
More Berkoff for Berkoff fans. Will
be performed in the more relaxed
atmosphere of the Bedlam Cate.
Bedlam will also be represented
at the Scottish Student Drama
Festival in Dundee on 24, 25 Feb.
See Arts pages for details. Tickets
for Bedlam · mainterm "Eight
Days -a passion play " on sale at
Bedlam, 6-8 pm, from today and
Potterrow from 24th.
BEDLAMAGM
Will all members please note that
the AGM will be on 7 March, 3 pm,
in the theatre. All members should
attend what will be a very important meeting.

BRUNTON
H
A
L
L
North High St, Musselburgh
665 2240
PRIVATE LIVES
Till 22 Feb
7.30pm
Tickets from £2
By Noel Coward
Presented by the Brunton Theatre
Revelations about sexual preferences cause a stir among a group
of upper class people who like to
sip wine in their shiny purple dressing-gowns. The dialogue is brilliant, Noel at his best.
END OF TERM
Feb 25-March 1
7.30pm
Tickets from £2
Presented by the Brunton Theatre
I wish the title of this play was just
a little more topical than it is atthis
moment in time!

Grindlay Street
2298663
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
Feb 21-March 15
1.45
Tickets : £2-£5
By Tennessee Williams
One of the best American ,plays
ever, dramatising the breakdown
of Blanche - a sensitive southern
belle. She visits her sister and her
rather " rough" husband, Stanley,
therein the story begins. Get in the
mood by practising your "Southern belle" accents right now by
saying, "Oh, Stanley, you're so
vulgar!"

pm
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2 Leven Street
229 1201
ALADDIN
Till 22 Feb
7 pm ; matinees at 2. 15
Tickets: £2.50-£5.50
Yes, in a few days it'll be all over,
the panto w ill be fin ished for
another year. The gl ittering costumes and awful jokes w ill be
packed away, and all will be an
empty stage (sob, sob).

TRAVERSE
112WestBow
2262633
VITA
Till 1 March
7.45 pm (no sunday perts)
Tickets : £4.50, £3.50 fo r
economy/student members
By Sigrid Neilson. Produced by
Focus Theatre Company and
lavender Menace Bookshop.
A compassionate look at the
notorious Vita Sackville West who
became the gossip of the famous
Bloomsbury Circle. This lady, in
fact, nearly caused as much scandal in society circles as one Archie
MacPherson !

EXHIBS

s
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G A LL E R
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GALLERY OF
y MODERN ART

High Street
5571140
Till 1 March
BENSON AND HEDGES - on the
theme of energy featuring finalists
in the Benson & Hedges Gold
Awards. Don't know why they
chose energy - 20 fags and. you
won't have enough puff to even
walk round this exhib.

Belford Road
556 8921
Till 23 Feb
AMERICAN IMAGES: Yes fplks,
it's still here, but better hurry this
is the last week for you to go along
and see genuine stars and stripes
stuff - if you want 'to in the first
place, that is!
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-5.

TALBOT RICE PRINTMAKERS
GALLER YWORKSHOP

....;;_~_;____;:::_..:::;____::::_..:..::~~

Old College, South Bridge
Till 15 March
DANTE'S DIVINE COMEDY: An
exhibition of Geoffrey McEwan's
paintings, coincides with lectures
put on by the Italian Dept of this
very university. Exciting eh?
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm;,

For the January-March term, AB
pass system. Ask for the leafl et at cash d
y ou pay t.he standard £2.30 and g card st
the card 1s taken from you and YOj t £5 in 1
cinema is now non-smoking.

C> DEC>N
A standard £1 .50 student conce • rate h
from Sunday to Thursday. How
the
cost you £2.60. Cinem as 2 and 3

DOIVllNIO
Students pay £1.20 for all perfor
The only exception is the late eve
only non-smoking part of the buil
shut on Sundays.

FILIVIH C>
Matinees (Tuesday-Friday) cost , early
(Sunday-Friday) cost £1.20. These!bts are
minutes before performance star& acne
late evening films but you can
these
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVISC>C

Members get in free to all perfom ces. Gu
can be purchased in advance at Union
w eek and from the Postgrad Stu<as' Un i
Place, at the weekend.

B EDLAM

All tickets for lunchtime productiof1!~1ude s
your consumption. Membership oli Bedla
al lows reductions on all tickets. Bel m Cor
are h'eld every Monday at 6.00 pl in the
interested in any aspect of Bedlam ' ~ays 1

TRAVERSc

Exclusive offer this year for menlllrship: I
which allows many benefits. Thefl lude 1
Sund ay performance ; £2 for a stud! tand
befo re performance ; free entry to 1• erse Bi
t heatre cl ubs in Britain.

LYCEUM

They offer a plastic card costing £
two t icket'S at concessionary
performance). Check at box office

ESCA

tails.

·

ESCA have changed premises to.1 uthrj
contrary to this yea r' s Student Dia ~P inti
time during office hours to meet ~the f
or alternatively phone her.

SNC>

.

Students are welcomed in any att
Usher Hall. ·Tickets cost £2 and are
Friday evening .

23 Union Street
(opp the Playhouse)
557 2479
Till 15 March
ARTISTS OFFSHORE : Another
long-running exhib which is just
as well since it helps me to pad out
this page. This one promises ·~ oil
rigs like you've never seen them
before". Sounds interesting . . .:

\

S C 0 T ;TI SH NAT I 0 N A 1L
GALLERY GALLERY
•
94 Geo~ge Street
225 5955
Till March 5
Helen Lee - NEW WORKS
Scottish paintings and watercolours. Seems to be an awful lot
of them about (watercolours, that
is) - nice to see them giving us a
change.

The Mound
Till Feb 20
106th Annual Exhibition - Yet
more watercolours I'm afraid. This
time from the Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolours so there!
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-5.

d

Do you come here often? A Ze an

dT>loN°
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EU FRIENDS OF THE EARTH
::E-:-:U-:-M::E:::G:-:A:-A:::N-:-:D:------.;....
Cheviot Room
ENGINEERING SOC
Pleasance
Roxburghe Hotel
7pm
Charlotte Square
There will also be wholefood
8.00 for 8.15
lunches every day this week in the
Dinner Dance. Semi-formal. TicChaplaincy Centre.
kets are £10 from Mech Eng Dept
EU GEOLOGICAL AND
GEOPHYSICAL SOCS
Office.
EU MUSICAL SOC
Dept of Geology
McEwan Hall
King's Buildings
7.30
4.00pm
Dr-Drum Matthews will lecture on Verdi : Requiem. Admission by
programme from Usher Hall box
"The Geological Implications of
office. Afison House or at door.
the BIRPS Line''.
SCAG DAY
EDINBURGH. BISEXUAL GROUP
Somerville Room
58a Broughton Street
Pleasance
7.30
11 am till 5 pm
Same-sex and Opposite-sex - De
Hour-long workshops.
we feel differently about them.
SOCIALIST WORKERS
DISCO
STUDENT SOC
TEviot Row
Seminar Room 1
Also a happy hour from 8-9,
Chaplaincy Centre
1 pm
"Is Russia Socialist?" by Dave
Strut.
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
EU ANTI-APARTHEID
23 George Square
Chaplaincy Centre
8.30
5pm
Video Evening
Meeting with Jacob Hannai,
METHSOC
SWAPO's deputy chief represenNicolson Square Methodist Ch
tative for Western Europe, speak- 7.30
ing about the current situation in
" Overseas Students - a mission
occupied Namibia.
on our doorsteps''.
EU LABOUR CLUB
HAPPY HOUR
Teviot Middle Reading Room
TeviotRow
1 pm
·
A public meeting, with prospec- 8-9
tive candidates for the regional
elections.
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
DISCO
Sixth Level Common Room
Cinderellas Rockerfellas
JCMB
St Stephen St
1.10 pm
_ A disco held by the Rock 'n' Ro II
Pictish symbolism Decoded - dr Soc. The theme is Poseurs, Punk s
A. Jackson, Dept of Social and Perverts. You pay £1 on
Anthropology.
amdission and you need a ticketto
BALLROOM DANCING
get in -available from Lee Hous e
213, 219 and Brewster House 123
Chambers St Ballroom
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOC
8.30 pm
Goes on every Thursday, and your Teviot Middle Reading Room
1 pm
first night is free.
HAPPY HOUR
Monday lunch with Mr Paul Mar8-9
tin, Tciry group leader on E?in
Chambers Street
burgh District Council speaking
A disco till 12 as w r' ll.
ROCK DISCO
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers Street
Pleasance 8-9 · i
Disco from 9-12

SUN 23 FEB

or ces in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
shows in Cinema 3-the
. Incidentally, ! his place is

: early eve nin~ shows
ets are only available 30
ocncessions given for
the'Se in advance. Non-

MON

lude soup and bread for
Bedlam is £1.75, which
m Committee meetings
~.00 I in the theatre. Anyone
jdlam \lways welcom e.

!hip
ns.

~1~merilrsh
ip: £4 for four years,
hdlclude a free ticket to any
studll1.standbyticket 10 minutes

rv to h-erse Bar and many other

24 FEB

IOLE FRETZ
p reservation Hall
victoria Street
Free
T HE MIRRORS
J ailhuse
calton Hill
Free
EGE BAM VASI
Assembly Rooms
(George Street)
Local anarchies who specialise in
baby oil lash and whip - this
band should carry a government
h ea Ith warning but I'm sure
t hey'retryingto "Be All They Can
Be!"
9 .30 pm: £2 (£1.25)

F RI 2 1 F E B
UKELE PETE
Assembly Rooms
One man band show.
10 pm : Free
THE HEATORS
CAMERA SHY
Preservation Hall
Double musical bill which promi ses.to be dull I!!!£
Free.
SCOTTISH WIND QUINTET
National Portrait Ga llery
(Queen Street)
12.45 pm : Free
SCOTTISH JAZZ COMPOSERS
GROUP
Queen 's Hall
(Clerk Street)
Francis
Cavan 's
premier :
" Seuqnces for 3 jazz soloist and
Wind Quintet"
10 pm: £3.50-£1.50
SCOTTISH
NATIONAL
ORCHESTRA
.
Usher Hall
The beauty of Rachmaninov
Piano Concerto No. 2
7.30 pm : £9.40-£3.30
HOUSE MARTINS
HIS LATEST FLAME
Moray House .
9 pm: £2 (£1.50)
LOVE AND MONEY
Hoochie Coochie Club
A hard rock funk band from Glasgow, formerly called Friends
Grolsch is 80p all night.
10.30 pm: £2.50

~S~A,,..,..,T=----2_2
_F_E_B
CLANNAD
Usher halA treat for the ole ear
drums.
7 pm: few £4 tickets left.
SCOTTISH
CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
Music from Wolf, Mendelssohn
and Bottesini, conducted by
Jukka-Pekka Saraste.
7.45 pm: £8-£2
SWING '86
Assembly Rooms
Jazz at noon!
12.30 am: Free
BLUE FINGER
Preservation Hall
Free
GOOMBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
9.30 pm-3 am
Late bar, open to all.

SUN 23 FEB
STEEL PULSE
The Empire
(Nicolson Street)
10 pm: £4
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
TEXAS CLUB
Hoochie Coochie
10.30pm : £2

MON

24 FEB

THE MIRRORS
Preservation Hall
Free

TUES 25 FEB
FAT SAMS BAND
Preservation Hall
Free

WED 26 FEB
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
Free.
EDINBURGH
UNIVERSITY
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Queen's Hall
Robert marshall and David
Davies take turnsat conducting a
wide programme of French
music, including works by Faure,
Satire, Ravel, Delius,
1.45 pm: £2 (£1.501

F R I 2 1, FEB :. . .: T_U_E_S_2_5~.=-F=-E-=-e
ing
1ry

ich allows you to claim
(£1 off cost of any

ric
Ito 1 Guthrie St reet (225 4061)
t Dia -l':>p into th e offices at any
l et 1, the full-time secretary,

~ att

rd a

all SNO concerts at the
lvaiiable from 7 pm each

,fl(ffllo Noughts.

THE DANCE
\
CROWN FOLK.CLUB
TEviotRow
happy hour 9-10
48a Pleasance
8pm
CLUBKASUMO
Humorous song evening. Bring
Potterrow
Mandela Centre
copies of funny songs to sing.
8pm
EU LABOUR CLUB
happy hour from 8.30-9.30, with
Seminar Room 2
band Crisisin Town.
i
Chaplaincy Centre
EU MADRIGAL GROUP
5.15for5.30
,
St John's Church
"Attacks on Trade Union" with Bill
7.30
Spiers.
£1.50
.
EU CONSERVATIVE CLUB
Teviot Middle Reading Room
1 pm
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Committee meetini:i.
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
MEDICINE SHOW DISCO
Happy Hour from 8.30 to 9.30
Chambers Street
CATHOLIC STUDENTS UNION
Happy Hour 8-9 pm
23 George Square
HAPPY HOUR
No time given!
Pleasance
Talk by Fr Allan- "Prayer-why
7.30-8.30
bother?"
CROWN FOLK LCUB;
EU LIBERAL CLUB
George Square Theatre
Balcony Room
8pm
TeviotRow
Present Pentangle. Tickets £4.50
1pm
.
EU HIGHLAND SOC I
A thought-provoking talk on "The
AN COUMNN CEILTE,ACH
Environment''.
Bristo Square Refectory
MIDWEEK SERVICE
9-3am
..
Chaplaincy Centre
The Highland Soc Annual Ceilidh, 1.10pm
Tickets £2.50, £1.50 to me~ . Blessed are the Peacemakers:
bers from Adrienne at Tev1ot SON OF ROCOCO
Reception.
Riviera Suite
Fountain bridge
9.30 till late
LATE-NIGHT DOUBLE.FEATURE
.£1
F"
Son of Rococo presents The ire
Chambers Street
Station
3 bars, Supertrog disco and CharHeatBeyond Relief
lie McNair for your enjoyment.

WED 26 FEB

SAT

22

FEB

Cinema 1
Until Tue 25 at 8.30. Als~ at 6 . 0~ to Sat 22
A ZED AND TWO NOUGHTS 118) Amputations. decay and Jim Davidson fea ture in Peter Greenaway's
DRAUGHTMAN'S CONTRACT.

witty

and

fascinating

follow-up

to

THE

Cinema 2
Until Thu 20 6.15 and _8. 1.5
WETHERBY (1 S) VanesSa Redgrave plays a Yorkshire schoolteacher whose hfe ts
blown apart by a sudden and shocking act of violence. Wonderful performances,
too, from Ian Holm and Judi Dench
Until 22 at 7.00

Cinem112
~~~~

.

.

THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS (PGI Possibly th.e_most bitter movie ever
made in Hollywood, with Tony Curtis as a paras1t1c pub11c1ty

~gent.

.

+ MICKEY ONE (PG) Warren Beatty as a fear-stricken ent~rtarner paranoid of The
Organsiation that seems to be stalking him from club to dive.
Cin!ma 1

· Late Nig.ht Saturday at 1.1 pm
BLOOD SIMPLE (18) Texas tale of adultery and a husbands boomerang bid for
vengeance. Not for the squeamish.
.
+ THE HIT (18) John Hurt and Tim Roth are sent to Spain to capture super-grass

Terence Stamp.
·
1
From Mon 24 at 5.45 Also at 8.15 from Wed 26
FATHER WAS AWAY ON BUSINESS
Father'.• 'business' tri.ps
weren 't. Set in yugoslavia in the early fifties, when 11tc:> ~ad JUSt broklen with
Stalinism, this Cannes prize winner is quirky, warm and v1v1d .

~HEN

Cinema 2
A Double Bill vby Eric Rohmer

11~1

Sun 23 and Mon 24 at 6.45
.

PAULINE ATTHE BEACH (151 + THE AVIATOR'S WIFE (151
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Music

PSYCHOKILLERS!
Whilst Edinburgh's psychedelia exponents, Green Telescope,
were playing Chambers Street last Friday, Craig McNicol
pondered their roots.

II
nal Arty/acts From the First

PSYCHOSIS n. form of Psychedlic Era. Patti Smith's
insanity due to grave mental guitarist put together this bible of
disorder.
60's American punk, (which has
Mention psychedelia to
most people and they
immediately think of the
Grateful Dead, Jefferson
Airplaine,
hippies,
Woodstock .•.•• WRONG!
WRONG! WRONG!
They were "acid-rock" bands,
insipid and far too rustically competent. The original, wholemeal ,
stoneground psychedelia was far
more· manic, moronic, psychotic .
. . punk. Yes kiddies, punk was
nothing new in '76. It had been
around for at least ten years since
its inception in the garages and
bedrooms of Texas and midAmerica. High school kids, pissed-off and disillusioned with the
stagnance of American popular
rAusic (sounds familiar doesn't
it?), saved up their dimes to
buy Vax organs, fuzz boxes and
tape !'ops. When they plugged in ,
they thrashed out even rawer versions of the already basic British
Beat that they were listening to:
The. Kinks You Really Got Me,
Jhem 's Gloria, the Yardbirds,
the Stones, etc.

come to be regarded as one of the
most brilliant and musically
important compilations ever) in
1973 ... punk , pop, psychedelia
- its all there.

E'SCapist hippies!

There 's that word again. It
should
really
read
PSYCHODELIA (as coined by
Dr. Humphrey Osmond) but Tim
Leary and his boring cronies
couldn't possibly try to sell a religion starting with psycho. It's
impossible (regrettably) to separate psychedelia from its druggy
origins (the main reason superfluou_s hippy crap gets lumped in with
it).

To recap , our heroes were
thrashing it out (sic) in their bedrooms , when along came some
"medication" . This proved too
much for their minimalist IQs and
the fr songs about girls, surfin' and
cars! The music changed accord'ingly, spawning mutated punk and
something newer and far more
Coast to coast, the kids were disturbing.
doin ' it for themselves-the
more inept, the better 3-chord
Most famous of all were the
wonders. Louie Louie - the for- 13th Floor Elevators from Texas
gotten. one-off classics of this whose thra·shing electric guitars
period would have passed into were
most
distinctively
obscurity had it not been for Len- punctuated by the incessant throb
ny Kay's NUGGETS - Origi- of an electric jug (sic. again!).

Look, Hamish, no shades!!

THE GREEN TELESCOPE/
JESSE GARON AND THE
DESPERADOES
Chambers St

I was told that this was

Photo: Craig McNicol

going to be some kind of
psychedelia night, so it was
with some surprise that I
walked in to Chambers Street
to the clamour of Anarchy in
the UK and other topical
sp)rit of '76 classics.

Their first album Psychedelic bands who let thedrug part of
Sounds spawned the haunting psychedelia
dominate
their
You're Gonna Miss Me; ·the sound. Such stuff is a bit of an
genre's equivalent of Pretty Vac- · acquired taste, but Kim Fowley's
ant or Teenage Kicks. Unfortu- The Trip is probably one of the
nately the medication was too better known and slightly more
much for them. Singer Rocky palatable. As the music got
Erickson was committed to a weider so did the names. The Jefmental hospital, the guitarist ferson Handkerchief recorded I'm
ended up in a "rest" home and the Allergic to Flowers (an angst ridjug player saw visions from God den psychedelic teen ballad about
and messages in Dylan's lyrics! a guy trying to become a hippy but
suffering from a disabilitating
allergy). Teddy and His Patches
warped Louie Louie into the wonderful Suzy Creamcheese which
appears on the equally wonderful
Pebbles compilation series along
with my joint favourite song of all
time 1-2-5 by The Haunted.
Surprisingly, many established
artists served their time in these
two-bit combos. The Moving
Sidewalks begat Billy Gibbons,
now of ZZ Top and Ted Nugent
wasn't always awful - he started
in the Detroit band The Amboy
Dukes.
Many of the bands still retained
As with all good things though,
the basic punk ethos like LAs The
psychedelia h&d to end. In Britain
Standells, The Preachers and The
The Creation did their best to
Seeds who used one moronic
maintain the punk roots in the
organ riff for 'the whole of their
face of opposition from the Art
first album. Epitomising the
School Boys like Pink f'!oyd.
whole movement was one of the
Back in the States the bands either
most heavily covered songs, the
fried their brains, joined the
Count Five's Psychotic Reaction.
cabaret circuit or started taking
Also epitomising the era were the
themselves seriously. The scene
small, local labels on which the
was left to the likes of the Grateful
many amateur bands and one-hit
Dead, grass-roots music died and
wonders would record their singthe Great Ten Year Cycle turned
les in multiples of a hundred.
full circle ...
At the other ·end ef the specFull circle to the re-awakening
trum were the totally psychotic of 70's punk in Britain. Many of
The Captain Trips
lived up to th,at spirit with a shambolic, short performance and a
bad cover of White Light/White
Heat. The singer was wearing a
pair of Silver DM's which I
thought went out when Paul King
got in the charts. Blimey! The
Desperadoes showed a bit more
taste by doing Preseiice Dear as a
cover, even though I'm sure their
name wouldn't go down well in
the great Grace lands in the sky.
They also had lots of guitars (too
many?!), lots of sunglasses and
lots of samey but nice enough
songs. Phew! I must admit that I
was a bit drunk by the time the
The Green Telescope appeared
(it was late, and I'd had an exasperating day) but I do remember a
few things; a really loud Hammondy prgan, fringes flying furiously; more shades (I think!?);
and pretty dodgy rockist guitar
bits. I suppose I could end by saying that the night was a perfect
fusibn of '67 and '76, but
unfortunately it wouldn't be quite
true .,
Hamish Amott
t '_.. I • ' l
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the new bands claimed allegiance
not only to The Stooges and The
New York Dolls, but right back to
the 60's roots of punk and
psychedelia. Many even played
straight covers of the earlier songs
(remember The Undertones version of The Chocolate Watch
Band song Lets Talk About Girls
- all right Feargal, your place or
mine) .

Man violently abuses
television set!
Psychedelia enjoyed a brief
but 'insignificant revival in the
early 80's with bands like 8 Miles
High. Some would even claim that
the likes of The Cult and Dr and
the Medics were psychedelic hmmmm!
Edinburgh too has had something of a "scene" for some years.
The Rubber Dolphinomium and
The Green Telescope for example. The GT used to be dreadfol
- drawing on their flowerier
influences and being upstaged by
their light show. Nowadays
though they've gotten right back
to b asics with a sound as credible
as any garageband Nuggets could
spawn.
Psychedelia has influenced two
of the majoi; movements in modem music so you never know.
BEWARE TI-IE TEN YEAR
CYCLE.
Craig McNicol

Old Bangers
Sharp-eyed Robert Raynor spotted those likely lads Haney
and the Wal/bangers in the Albert Square launderette where
they were giving their stage suits a final rinse before their show
last Sunday at the Lyceum. Whether this will result in a
regular slot in Eastenders is anyone's guess but they'll have to
Photo: Robert Raynor
tone down their language!

ALL!JAZZ
DAVE NEWTON
QUARTET/ DANNY MOSS
QUARTET
Queen 's Hall

Ah, Valentines Day, And
what better way to end it with
your loved one than take them
to some jazz, prudently taking advantage of the student
reduction offer. Okay, I can
think of better ways as well,
but two bands for one pound
fifty isn't to be sniffed at.

Doug for Victory!

CHAMPION
DOUG VEITCH
Assembly Rooms

Champion Doug Veitch is
very much the flavour of the
month in his adopted
hometown, London; over the
past two or three years his
fou r singles have all been
accorded single-of-the-week
status in various trendy
organs (in fact he is so fashionable that even the high
priestess of hip, Muriel Gray,
was there on Saturday ni~ht!
Given the current stagnancy of
the music scene and the questionable taste of ce rtain publications,
you would be forgiven for dismissing Mr Veitch as another nineday wonder music press sensation.

VOLUNTEER SLAVERY
Moray House

I think that if The New
York Pig Funkers (who were
also playing tonight) have
absorved everything that is
dire about ACR, then Volunteer Slavery have been left
with the good bits. As a live
band they ce rtainly have some
(lassi.on.
inducing mo
hon 1s a n energetic, if alarmingly
emaciated drummer, upon whose

Make me suffer, baby!

Photo: Louise Mackay ·

Photo: John Lindsay
Not so , however,. His selfassµmed title of Undisputed King
of Caledonian Cajun Swing
should leadyou nearer to the roots
of Champion Doug's peculiar
musical hybrid , although even
that is not completely accurate.
Unfortunately, despite his Scottish pedigree the only thing vaguely Caledonian in his music is his
voice . If I am correct in perceiving
a difference between country and
caj un then the Champ tends heavily towards the former category
with pedal steel predominating
although there is an undeniable
cajun influence with fiddles and
accordion well to the fore . . Swing
is provided in pleasing abundance
by the three-piece brass section ,
particularly on Jumping Into
Love.
Other influences are also discernible; the forthcoming single
Marguerite has a strong Caribbean flavour and would make
a superb summer hit, while
Champion Doug's passion for

African music occasionally surfaced in a burst of highlife. On
record , there is also a strong
reggae feel as a result of an
unlikely collaboration with dubman, the Mad Professor ; this was
sadly absent on Saturday night
mainly as a result of having only
a muted drum machine to provide
percussion.
Despite a horribly pretentious
audience, most of whom spent the
evening parked on their arses or
lounging ever so casually around,
Ms Gray included; Champion
Doug and his nine-piece band
went down very well with that section of the crowd more intent on
having a good time than outposing
each other. So much so , in fact ,
that they returned after a shortish
set for three encores. repeating
the brilliant first single Lumiere
Urban , Jumping Into Love and
the irresistible Marguerite.
Long live the King .
Andy Shearer

beat is layered a heavy bass.
thrashy guitar and echoing horns.
The overall effect is really mesmeric especially when the scream:
ing starts. I first saw them over a
year ago (again at Moray House ; a
Had a good Valentine's
miners be nefit - those were the
Day, then? There's certainly
days) when they democratised
no end of wild entertainment
their performance by having big
go and check out with your,
to
oil drums on either side of the
beau/belle this week. (Actustage upon which members of the
ally it alJ ends on Sunday but
a udience could pound along with
the rhythm. Unfortunately , the
what the hell, optimism is the
only residue of that this time was
spice of life etc, etc.)
letting one of their friends bang a
drum on one song. They also manIn fact it would appear that most
age to avoid all the elitist and
of the excitement is concentrated
on Friday night. Above all else are
macho pitfalls of good ole rock 'n '
the magical Housemartins who
roll by swapping instruments and
will be taking the stage around
not sticking to the usual demarcamidnight at Moray House College.
tion - I dunno, maybe that's a
Appearing as support are His
load of rubbish. Any\'Uly, they
Latest Flame, formerly known as
played for over an hour and even
though I didn't understand a
Sophisticated Boom Boom, who
were rightly famed for their cover
word that was shouted, I didn't
find it at all tedious - which is . of White Horses. Really , the
Housemartins are the best thing to
surely some kind of achievement
happen this year so far, so do make
in this day and age. I think that's
the effort to go along. The Houseprobably because of the sheer
martins are "quite good".
energy and intensity that the band
exude - compelling. It's also
worth noting that this was another
At the Queen's Hall on Friday
benefit in aid of an important
there sees the launch of a new vencause, the Unemployed Workers
ture, the Scottish Jazz Composers
Centre in Picardy Place. Right
Group, which seeks to . pr<>mote
On!
jazz composition by Scottish musi~ Hamish 1\:mott
cians whilst also building bridges

scene in a restaurant in Acapulco.
and there's a jazz band in the
background - well that 's what
they sound like.
Danny Moss's set suffered a
simifar problem. Although the
technique was virtually faultless ,
there was nothing there to capture
the attention ' nothing that made
you sit up and think . Last week's
gig may have come as a bit of a
shock to the jazz regulars. but at
least it captured your attention. It
really was in a different league
from this concert {although you
may not. have gathered that from
the review). It 's a shame that two
players of such calibre should turn
in such lacklustre sets.

•
First up was the Dave Newton
Quartet,
featuring
Lachlan
McColl on guita r (fact: Lachlan .
McColl once mistook me for
Next week's concert looks
someone he'd given guitar lessons interesting {if nothing else) - the
to : another vicious revelation Scottish Jazz Composers Group
from this paper's most incisive presents a programme conceived
pen). Newton has bee n described by Francis Cowan which will see
as the most promising jazz pianist the world premier of his Sequence
to emerge from Scotland in years . for three jaz z soloists and wind
Its probably true; his technique quintet.
was superb, and some of the solos
Finally, rumour has it that next
were quite dazzling. But the band month 's Gary Burton gig - the
lacked adventure. They seemed jewel in this season's crown - is
content to play old, middle of the off, as is Eddie 'Lock Jaw' Dav.is.
road favourites . You want a who has had to cancel through 1lldescription of how they sound? \ ness: Stay tuned for further
Well , you know when you're details.
James Jazz
watching a film, and there is a

Danny.Moss -

One man and his horn.

Photo: Paul Hu11011

lulse-Pulse ·Pulse-Pulse!
between jazz and classical. Sounds
like a tall order fo me but best of
luck to 'em and the highlight of
this launch will be the premiere of
a new composition by F1·ancis
Cowan, the group's artistic director. A bit of culture for James
Jazz, and not before time - he
needs it.

- Talking Heads' STOP MAKING SENSE. This is a late-nite
Filmsoc promotion so get along at
11.15 with your membership cards
at the ready.
After all the Friday frantics we
need a bit of relaxation - hence
Clannad on Saturday at the Usher
Hall. Will Bono make a guest
experience, one wonders. Probably not.

Our old friend the Hoochie
Coochie Club returns to live action
on Friday with an appearance by
And so we come to the grand
Love And Money, formed out of
Friends Again, that ever-so-prom- opening party of the Empire on the
ising-but-rarely-delivering Glas- Bridges with Steel Pulse the first
gow band. This lot would appear night star attraction. This band
to be bidding for American hon- have been persistent if nothing else
and the LPs Handsworth Revoluours, their debut singles having
been produced in LA (where?) by tion and Earth Crisis have helped
Andy Taylor, he of rising combo to illuminate a fairly patchy
Dreadful Dreadful. A $250,000 career. Still they are reputed to be
a great live act so this promis£S to
recording deal too. Sounds like
be a rather jolly affair.
BIG MONEY!
And yet there's more. We Free
Kings continue their attempt to
tour every dodgy venue in Central
Scotland and follow their star back
to Chambers Street Union on Friday. Finally on Friday there's the
best concert movie ever (and don't
take my word for it) at the Odeon

Telly-wise. the Tube comes up
trumps with a Muriel Gray report
from Nigeria. Amongst those
appearing are the Lijadu Sisters,
Feta Anikulapo Kuti and the brilliant Segun Adewale now
THAT'S what I call music.
Keith Cameron
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B_irds of Pray
Peter Carroll attempts to trip up The Housemartins, but P. D. Heaton scores from the
spot.
The Housemartins hatched some time
around the middle of 1984, when P. D. Heaton
decided to nest in, of all places, Hull.
Now whilst Hull may not be the most
breathtakingly exciting of places, it
nevertheless seemed to him to be an ideal place
to start "a radical four-piece. Beatgospel
sensation to send them reeling in the aisles".
"No. Hull isn't exciting. But it's quite
relaxing to come back to. Quiet I think. It's
quite hectic doing gigs and recording, so it's
pleasant. It's a slower lifestyle."
I venture that Hull is the reason why
Everything But The Girl seem so miserable,
but he rather enigmatically denies that they
are miserable: "I think they may be sad,
however."
The fledgling Housemartins featured just P.
D. and his "golden larynx" together with one
Stan Cullimore on guitar. Later additions,
bassist Ted Key and drummer Hugh
Whitaker, not only fleshed out the sound but
also delivered backing vocals of sufficient
quality for the band to be able to introduce
acapella numbers into their live set. Ted has
since left, with his perch on The Housemartins'
family tree being taken by "young" Norman
Cook.
Their powerful live sets, based on
"confidence, simplicity and aggressim1°',
secured them a deal with Go! Discs 'Shephard's Bush's leading indie label' which also houses a certain William Bragg,
whose Red Wedge tour the band incidentally
think is "a goody".

"Well, we are!"

P.D. Heaton points the way to the promised land.
notepaper it says, "Owner: Edinburgh
Students' Association'. Well, what do you
think? Are you a hypocrite or do you just enjoy
liberal discussion. If it's the latter and you're
just putting forward arguments for the sake of
it, well then you should retire maybe. Well, I
may be a hypocrite. I own my house .... But
we're not going to live some crappy 'down to
earth' bohemian lifestyle with no lampshades
for the sake of liberal discussion. I hate that!
The band hates that."
Phew. After this it is a relief to get onto less
weighty i,matters, like God. The band betray a
strong !!Pspel influence, with even the
catalogue number of Flag Day being GOD
X7 . . • "There may be Christian Marxists in
the band. Yes, I think there is. We haven't
decided whether we love Jesus Christ or Karl
Marx more. Sometimes when I wake up in the
morning and I open the curtains and the sun's
shining I really feel I know Jesus, and when I
see the people fighting in South Africa and
during the miners' strike, well then I am near
to Marx really, really near. Mm. Religion in
general. Don't know really."

It was around this time that the band felt
confident enough to describe themselves as
"quite good". When asked upon what criteria
this value judgement is based, P.D. retorts
with devastating simplicity: "Well, we are."
And he's not wrong. "We have our moments
when I think oh that's good and times when we
sound, well, appalling really."
However, do not be fooled by this engaging
modesty. Behind this, and other, selfdenigration lies the fact that The
Housemartins' debut single was one of the
"He'll rot in Hell if he stays as he is. He
finest of 1985. Flag Day is an impassioned and
must come across to Marx more. We all
astute observation on a society dependent on
feel sorry for him. We know the Devil's at
charity over the sublimest of melodies.
work in him."
Yet suggest that P. D. Heaton is one of the
best (political) songwriters around at present
and he is quick to shoot you down. "Best
political writer? No, that's a bit daft. Paul
Talking of God, Cliff Richard raises his
Weller, Elvis Costello, I don't kinow. Why
immac-ulately preserved visage. "Well, what
does there have to be 'a best' anyway? As long
can you say? Whilst he's turning his back on
as there's a best and a worst then we'll side
Marx and socialism, he's not worth a toss.
with the worst."
He'll rot in hell if he stavs as he is. He must
And the repeated espousal of ordinariness
come across to Marx mo~e. We all feel sorry
continues. For example, on the subject of the
for him. We know the Devil's at work in him.
group's name, P.O. offers: "Well they sing
We knew that when we heard he'd performed
don't they. They travel and they're pretty
in South Africa. That was confirmation to us.
average run of the mill things as well." They . Sad." So much for Summer Holiay and The
are also communists, a fact that a high
Young Ones.
percentage of their fans are probably unaware
Changing tack, I hoped to trip him up by
of. It is a pleasant irony th~t while espousing
asking him to define the essence of the perfect
equality, The Housemartins are head and
song, and ask whether a variety of other
shoulders above any present chart act.
songbirds have it. No problem. "Melody.
A moderately facetious question based on
Melody is the essence. We like The June
the hoary old Marxian dialectic of all property
Brides. Microdisney, we quite like. Er, James
we haven't given a fair hearing to yet. We
being theft stirs the band's collective gall. P. D.
Heaton may be a Housemartin but he's also
haven't heard of Madonna."
eagle-eyed. "Well, at the bottom of your ·
Featured in their excellent video, filmed at

St James' Park and shown recently on The
Tube, is The Housemartins' van. Well what
about this van, then? Surely there must be
unsavoury tales to tell of salacious goings-on
and the like. Tell us P.D. what is the most
remarkable thing to have occurred in The
Housemartins' van? ''Er. Some of the
discussions! Some of the windy poos! Er. I
think the most remarkable thing is there's
never been any serious arguments. But there's
been some good fights as well."
As was evident from the video, The
Housemartins are a promising team which has
just had a fresh infusion of talent in the form of
a free transfer. However , what are their
chances of getting ' promoted' to the ' big
league'? "We're a third division outfit. Let 's
face it. Our manager is building a first division
side, though. We don' t want to get promoted
just to get relegated again the following season.
Our fans have been patient. This could be the
year they've been waiting for ."
Peter Carroll
The Housemartins play Moray House Union
this Friday. His Latest Flame (formerly
Sophisticated Boom Boom) are supporting and
it costs £2.00/£1.50. See you there.
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"The Dramatic Symphony"
by Andrey Bely
(Polygon)
The Dramatic Symphony, written in l 90 I, was Bely's attempt to
appropriate musical form to literature. It is very much an experiment of " modernist" Russian
writing. At first, problems do
arise for the reader due to its segmenta_T structure, consisting of
numbered paragraphs or sentences in note form, having both
an exaggerated rhythm and leitmotival repetitions lending both a
poeti c and prosaic quality. Structurally very rare, it attempts to
establish a 'plot', a complex affair,
consisting of about 20 different
plots each developing completely
incoherently and seemingly without a beginning or an end. At
times, the whole work is reduced
to an incoherent succession of
descriptions and images of Moscow at the turn of the century,
each bea ring relevance to no
other. In addition to this
unfathomable chaos of images is
Bely's rather disconcerting, at
first , breed of humour, comparable only to that of Nikolai Gogol,
which has its basis in the juxtaposition of extreme seriousness and
striking absurdity.
For its uniqueness alone The
Dramatic Symphony must be of
interest to any student of literature , European or otherwise.
Bely engages upon a philosophical duel in The Dramatic Symphony. Yet the incoherence of the
structure is reflected in its
philosophy. Bely claims that the
only transcendent truth is that
there is no transcendence and that
all that mankind can rely upon is
that the phenomenal could well
continue for eternity in its series
of
meaningless
repetitions,
whereby man is reduced to the
role of passer-by and having no
overall significance. It is through
''The Tounis College: an anthology
of student journalism in
Edinburgh University"
by J. T . D. Hall (Ed.)
(Friends of Edinburgh
University Library)
The history of student journalism at Edinburgh University is
one of the most lucrative and
deep-rooted in Britain. From its
beginnings in the days of Byron, it
has developed and expanded in
many directions from the diverse
to the radical. Dr J . T. D. Hall's
.new publication, The Tounis College, provides the first detailed
anthology of that development.
Published by the Friends of
Edinburgh University Library at
£12.50, Dr Hall 's 300-page study
leads us through the extensive archives of student journalism which
are preserved by the University
library, using the minimum of narrative and the maximum of
extracts. That in itself is arguably
a sound blueprint for success,
although a cii,cerning reader is
often left '"ith too brief a glimpse
of the people behind the printed
word.
Dr Hall nevertheless succeeds in
charting a comprehensive and,
clearly, well-researched history of
student journalism from its shaky
beginnings with The Edinburgh
University Journal and Critical
Review, in 1823. Brilliantly spiced
with an array of articles and
extracts, Dr Hall once again
brings alive the youthful rantings
of writers who went on to achieve
wider appreciation. Early words
of J. M. Barrie, Arthur ConanDoyle and Thomas Carlyle are
captured once again in The Tounis
College.
In 1887 the development of student journalism entered a new era
when the first issue of The Student
appeared that autumn. Dr Hall

The Arts Page, in commissioning books to be reviewed,
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Edmburgh. In a wider sense we try to provide a varied
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art, Bely believes, that man can
acquire greater awareness of this
inevitability and can transform his
life accordingly. The testing of
Bely's philosophising is left to the
Sergey
principal character Musatov - who isn 't met until
halfway through part two. Structurally, the 'symphony' turns to
proceed in a more coherent manner. But, from here on, the principal images conveyed are conveyed by a means of hallucinations which cloud further any conclusions as regards the future of
man, as opposed to clarify them.
The Forms of Art, written in the
summer of 1902, is a theatrical
wisely devotes a considerable part
of his anthology to the first 50
years of The Student. Sadly, however, as Scotland's oldest student
publication reaches its centenary
in 1987, the anthology of extracts
concludes tragically short of her
formative years as a popular student newspaper - a form she
adopted when the magazine format was scrapped in 1958.
We are left with an impressive,
if dated, collection of extracts
charting the early years of the
SRC, past the opening of the
McEwan Hall in 1897, to the
Royal laying of the King's Buildings . foundation stone in 1920.
Nowhere else can we be reminded
now that the students of Edinburgh University once supported
a flourishing Total Abstainence
Society. The long campaign to
have women undergraduates is
relived as, indeed, are the views of
those lofty male stalwarts who · even by the late 1890s-abhorred
the very idea of allowing women
to graduate.
The Student of 21st June 1889
gives us all sound advice when
flat-hunting. "Previous to enter·oing the house, examine the bellhandle and door-plate to ascertain
if clean and polished . . . if there ·
is an en~raving of Mr Gladstone
(inside) be careful , and if there is a
picture of John Knox leave the
house at once."

study of art synthesis. In the essay
Bely claims that all art rests upon
reality, whether reproducing it or
departing from it. Bely analyses
art as the temporal form of reality
possessing no means by which to
convery succession in time . Bely
places all art forms on an ascending scale with the three-dimensional art of architecture at one
extreme, and the one-dimensional art of music at the other.
Ultimately he favours music as
being the highest art form , having
greater possibilities in the world
of art. Bely claims that because
music has least need for physical
materials from the phenomenal
world then it can depart from
reality and thus represent a truth
which transcends reality and
enters the spiritual
world.
whether or not one eventually
agrees with him , Bely has created
an imaginative and philosophical
approach to a subject many take
for granted and for such a reason
alone is worthy of note. It brings
to light many of the relationships
between differen t art forms. their
spiritual qualities and potentialities.
Darren Rickards
"Elegies"
by Douglas Dunn
(Faber & Faber)
Yesterday, a friend said 10 me in
the street,
"Now that she's dead, what will
you write?"
"Satires, " I thought, "and long,
inky romances. "
(A Rediscovery of Juveni/ia)

Instead he has writte'n Elegies
- a collection of sad, delicate
poems about the dying and death
of his wife . Whitbread Book of
the Year and Poetry Book society
Choice, Elegies treats this last
taboo of the 20th century in a
Dr Hall concludes a readable , · remarkably straightforward and
and thoroughly necessary, early unsentimental way.
·. Sometimes his grief takes refuge
history with an astute conclusion.
"On approaching its centenary, in literary references, or modes
Student may well be charged with such as pastoral, and he fears his
garrulity, but it is certainly not "sorrows [to be) murdered by
decrepit. Student journalism is aesthetics". Then he remembers
\'ery much alive in Edinburgh his wife's words:
University today, and Student, "Write out of me, not out of what
with its various companions, will you read."
(Tursac)
remain amongst us for many years
In a simple language of domesticto come."
Devin Scobie ity he recalls the clothes she wore,

Brian McCabe is, as a writer of
short stories in a country which
boasts of Douglas Dunn, Elspeth
Davie and lain Crichton Smith ,
somewhat dwarfed by his contemporaries, and this collection which
brings together 17 stories written
since 1979 is a mixed batch.
McCabe is most consistently at his
best in the stories of childhood
such as A nima and The Lipstick
Circus where he focuses on the
subject's estrangement from a
particularly
adult-orientated
world. In the latter a child left
alone in a house comes to terms
with the foreign , unfamiliar
paraphernalia of his parents' lives
around him and his fears brought
on by his loneliness, by imposing
his own perspective on these surroundings in the form of a great
mural drawn ' across the landing
wallpaper with his mother's
lipstick . In another story, Killing
Time, it is the more familiar territory of the dole queue. Another
good story is The Shoes , where a
teenager struggles to tell his
girlfriend as they share tea (posing
as adults) " I want to finish it. "
Here McCabe very effectively
constructs a world of half understood emotions and half grasped
at desires in which the subject's
alienation, and sense of otherbeing is again the dominant
mood . These stories are rich in
images, in the movement of
moods.and the creation of atmospheres, powerful as an incitement
to reflect on human nature as it is
crafted, in children, and a pleasure to read.
Less successful is the opening
story, The Sunbather. Whereas in
Kllirrg Time McCabe effectively
demonstrates his ability to
develop what we might call banal
or at least much-flogged subjects
well, in The Sunbather he fails to
show us anyihing more than a
the food she bought , and the
places they visited together "familiar things of love" - and
accepts:
The truth that waits for me with its
loud grief,
Sensible, commonplace, beyond
understanding.
(The Clear Day)
Dunn uses poignant detail and
understatement to go beyond
"aesthetic pain·· to an immediate
and genuine response. The inevitable institutionalised ordinariness
of the business of dying (hospitals.
and undertakers) contrasts sharply with Dunn·s deep, tender. and
highly individual emotion. For
example, in the lines ,
Professional anxiety His hand on my shoulder
Showing me to the door, a scent of
soap,
Medical fingers, and his wedding
ring.
(Second Opinion)
Without losing control of his emotion he has retained its reality. so
that reading this collection we too
feel.
Sad? Yes. But it was beautiful
also.
Kasia Boddy
"Stamger on the Square" by
Arthur and Cynthia Koestler
(Abacus)
Intellectually , reading Stranger
on the Square is like having your
throat cut with a blunt knife: you
should have been devastated but
you come away unscathed. Prepared for a psychological assault
of sheer brilliance. the reader
finds that Arthur and Cynthia
Koestler's book is in fact a pedantic account of Arthur Koestler
himself (briefly) and principally
by his secretary, later his wife.
Early on, Cynthia acknow-

rather trite episode of frustrated
adolescent
sexual
de,ires .
Another disaster is A Lirtle Bit of
Repartee in which McCabe drag'
out two unlikely, exce sively narcissistic and unimaginatively
camp
homosexuals
('·Eddie
spread ou t the fingers of the hand
he'd been doing and pursed his
lips judiciously") and tucks them

BRIAN McCABE
away again after an abortive and
un elightening survey of their
relationship.
For me the best story outside
this group of childhood stories
was the Table D'Hote. Here again
the subject matter is anything but
original (unfaithful man explains
to woman in restaurant) but is
treated brilliantly. As she suffers.
waiting to hear what he has to say.
she sits: "Soon she"ll drink. or put
the glass down on the table. but
not yet. For the moment she 'II go
on looking across the table at
Eric, watch him as he fidgets with
his glass. his knife, his serviette:·
This, together with several other
stories (notably two set in a
psychiatric ward) make up a very
readable volume.
Ben Simms

ledges that ··t he closest I would
get to writing would be to work for
a writer" and her literarv stvle
supports this assertion. especially
distressing in view of the fact that
the most readable and intellectually stimulating sections are the
three short ections written bv
Koestler himself.
·
As the story of a relationship.
the book is a woeful failure. The
tale of the Koe tiers-she his secretary who loves him. sleeps with
him. has an abortion because he
dislikes children and tolerates his
long string of affairs with otherwomen before eventually becoming his wife - has all the components of a heart-wrenching love
story.
Yet the reader is cheated. Mrs
Koestler proves such a self-effacing lover that she glosses over the
emotive value of the story, mentioning her abortion once and
referring to her own feelings only
occasionally. In their place she
regales us with rapturous accounts
of his spending £13 Ss on shirts.
socks, three pair of underpants
and a pocket handkerchief. We
are left in no doubt as to her devotion: but a man such as Arthur
Koestler deserves a greater tribute
than this .
Jenny Dunn
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McGahey: One year on
The miners' strike finished on 5th March 1985. The most bitter industrial dispute of recent times,
it cost the nation upwards of £3 billion. Mick McGahey, Vice-President of the NUM, was at the
centre of the strike. Speaking to Andrew Sparrow almost a year after it finished, he talked about
the lessons of the strike and the continuing fight against pit closures.

At the end of the strike, the
miners marched back to work.
Arthur Scargill called the strike a
victory. How did Mr McGahey
see it?
"Now let me be quite clear what
I said at the end of the strike, that
it was not a defeat for the miners
but a setback. The fact that we
had to return to work without a
negotiated settlement was in itself
a setback."
But he insisted that this setback
should be seen in its context. "The
miners had no alternative but to
strike because the NCB had flung
down the gauntlet by threatening
the jobs of 25 ,000 miners and the
closure of 20 pits as the first
installment of a major onslaught
on the mining industry."

had been firm."
I suggested that the split may
have been avoided if the miners
"had held a national ballot Th"
word 'ballot' provoked a defensive reaction. Mr McGahey
insisted that the unions were not
against ballots, eager to dismiss
the _anti-democratic though somewhat justified image of the union .
He felt that a ballot on pit closures
would have been unequal since
the Coal Board had convinced the
Notts miners that their jobs were
secure.
"If every miner in Britain was
asked, 'Are you in favour of
acceptin~
X per cent wage
increase. then every miner would
be on the same basic. But the miners in Scotland were fighting for

·His conciliatory attitude was
surprising. It represents a marked
change from emotional bitterness
of the strike. "I don't treat 25 ,000
Notts miners , their wives, their
families , their communities as
untouchables. In my opinion

But if the miners had been prepared to compromise and accept,
say, the NACODS deal, tould
they not have emerged with a partial victory?
.
"Well , again, you're looking
back in hindsight, and I take as
much responsibility as ,anyone
else. Should we or would we have
been better had we .. . ? But that's
all speculation in hindsight." In
hindsight, I should have asked
him what he meant.
It is difficult , though, to see
how the union and the Coal Board
could have come to an agreement

"Arthur Scargill is a good miners' leader. He carried out the
decisions of his union and he vigorously pursues the decision of his
union and he's very able to do so. That's why he's so popular."
Furthermore, the government their jobs. The miners in Nottinhad made plans for several years gham felt their jobs .secure, so
to take on the miners. These they weren't on an equal basis
But nevertheless, ·should there
included the stockpiling of coal, ·
the recruitment of cowboy lorry- have been a ballot? "One in
drivers and the organisation of a hindsight can say: should we have
massive police operation. Mr held a ballot in April 1980; should
McGahey claims the union knew we have held a ballot then? But
nothing of these plans until the that's hindsight. " It was as near as
strike started. "Never before in he would get to admitting that it
any industrial dispute has such a was a mistake. Would he hold a
national ballot in a future strike?
plan been operated."
The strike began in Yorkshire, He refused to speculate.
The failure to hold a national
over the closure of Gortonwood
colliery. Other areas came out in ballot did tremendous damage to
support but the Nottinghamshire the union's case in the eyes of the
pits continued to work. This, public. As did picket line vioaccording to Mr McGahey , is why lence. Mr McGahey is opposed to
the strike failed.
violence. "I've had too much vio"Our basic weakness was that lence exercised against myself to
we did not unify the whole of the indulge in it," he said, referring to
British mining industry and the the incident when he was beaten
breakaway in Nottinghamshire up in Edinburgh last year. He
had damaging results."If we'd got 'blamed picket line violence on the
the support of the Notts minen; in "provocative actions of the
"I don't use the term scab where miners are concerned. Even those
who go back to work. I treat them as early returners."
my opinion we'd have been successful in prosecuting the strike.
In particular, other unions would
have been more willing to support
t_he strike if the miners themselves

police", but admitted it damaged
the union 's reputation.
But , violence aside, was it wise
to send flying pickets into the
Notts area at the beginning of the
strike, when the miners there
were reluctant to strike? This only
increased their reluctance to
strike and intensified the divisions
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many of them are well motivated."
McGahey believes that the
power of UDM is receding. It is
now confined to the Nottinghamshire area. He is confident that
those miners , no longer rejected
as outcasts, can be won back to
theNUM.
"The approach must be to win
back the Nottinghamshire miners
and their families into the NUM
fold, to have a united union conducting the fight to protect jobs,
protect the coal industry in the
interests of the nation and to
improve the living and working
conditions of miners."

"They're closi~g down pits that in the future will be badly needed,
because we will always need coal. We're closing down energy
resources to get short-term benefits."

in the union. Mr McGahey cQnceded that "in hindsight" it may
have been better to conduct public campaigns in these coalfields to
persuade rather -than force the
miners to join the strike.
The importance of winning
public opinion, of using persuasion before pickets, may be one of
. the main lessons of the strike. I
asked whether flying pickets
could be be used successfully in
future strikes. "I will never be
1definitive in the future because a
lot depends on ho':" you mobilise
public opinion and the strength of
your case.··

since they have such different conceptions of the future of the coal
industry. The government wants
to reduce the number of pits,
creatmg a profitable industry
based in the coalfields of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Leices-

benefits.
Mr McGahey also believes that
the coal industry should be
treated as a long-term investment.
"They're closing down pits that in
the_future will be badly needed
because we will alwas need
coal.
We're closing down
energy resources to get short-term
benefit because oil prices are collapsing. When they start soaring
up again, we will be looking to the
coal industry again. It is in the
national interest to protect coal
reserves at this stage."
Since the end of the strike the
campaign against pit closures has
continued . Mr McGahey is convinced that the power of the union
has not been weakened, nor the
willingness of miners to strike
been compromised. "The morale
of the miners is strong. Their support for the union is unquestioned."
He recognises that the miners
cannot simply use their industrial
muscle against the Coal Board.
They must win over public opinion to their side. "We want major
political decisions taken in relation to investment in the coalfields. To win these decisions it
takes more than a trade union. It
takes people and other political
parties and public campaigning.
Because the responsibility for
developing the coalfields is not
just" for the miners, but for the
people as a whole."
·
Mr McGahey believes that public opinion has already forced the
Coal Hoard to re-engage some of
the men who were sacked during
the dispute. At the end of the
strike 260 men had been sacked
for industrial misconduct. The
Director of the Scottish Area,
Albert Wheeler, said none of
them would get their jobs back.
Since then , Mr Wheeler has been
moved to the Nottingham area
and 76 men have been reengaged.
The union is campaigning to
ensure that the others get their
jobs back. In 12 cases the Coal
Board has been found guilty of
unfair dismissal at industrial tribunals, but the men have still not
been re-engaged. Mr McGahey
sees this as a deliberate attack on
union activists. "It has not gone
without notice that many of our
sacked miners were union officials
and active during the strike."

"We want major political decisions taken in relation to investment in
the coalfields. To win these decisions it takes more than a trade
union. The responsibility for developing the coalfields is not just for
the miners, but for the people as a whole."

tershire, Staffordshire and Derbyshire. According to Mr McGahey ,
they intend to hive off the other
areas.
The union refuse to accept that
there are uneconomic pits. In the
total economic context, they
argue, it is cheaper to subsidise
non-profit-making pit& than it
would be to pay redundancy
money
and
unemployment

The most obvious legacy of the
strike is the Union of Democratic
Miners, formed by the breakaway
Notts miners and thereby fossilising the division that was so harmful. Could "scabs" ever be welcomed into the NUM again? "I
don't use the term scab where
miners are concerned. Even those
who go back to work . I treat them
as early returners."

Arthur Scargill;s leadership
had a crucial influence on tlie way
the - strike: was conducted. He
inspires intensely strong emotions _ Interested in interviewing someone famous?
in people and Mr McGahey's
praise waS'surprisingly reticent.
· ' If you would like to interview someone .
"Arthur S_cargill is a good min- prominent in public life someone you find
ers' leader. He carried out the
or
admire
come
along to tbe
interesting
decisions of his union and he vigorously pursues the decision of his Student offices (48 Pleasance), 1.15 pm on
union and he's very able to do so.
Fridays. Speak to the Features Editors
That's why he 's so popular."
During the strike, Scary:ill's (Jacqueline Brown and Ishbel Matheson) and we
intransigence, his refusal to com- will suggest ways to get in touch with the
promise, was remarkable. It was
only paralleled by Mrs Thatcher proposed interviewee.
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The Alternative prospectus for
next session is on its way. It aims
to complement and supplement
the official University prospectus,
its main content being students'
opinions of first and second year
courses they are currently following, but the AP also contains
information about University
teaching methods, Honours sys.terns, careers, EUSA and its
activities, accommodation and
the social scene here in Edinburgh.
The AP is an important publication: not only is it invaluable to
first year students trying to choose
outside courses, many of which
are subjects never studied in
schools, but is a major feedback
source for the academic staff,
most of whom read critiques on
their lectures and tutorials to sew
what students really think of the
courses. Often the AP is a lec.turer's only source of opinion on
his course, so its importance
should not be undervHl11ed.

Reviewing
Alternative
Last year's AP contained very
nearly 100 critiques and lots of
information on EUSA, Accommodation , Freshers' Week , Student and Midweek, living in Edinburgh andmuch more. Over the
years the AP has become a much
lighter read , with cartoons,
graphics and critiques written in a
more humourous tone: this
increased readability is very
important to the AP's success.
Another big change was the
Bank of scotland's generous funding of the AP which began in 1981.

This continues today , the bank
taking an active interest in student
banking and affairs.
The new AP needs critiques,
pieces on aspects of University life
(if you loved Pollock Halls tell
new students why), and illustrations, articles concerning anything you think should be
included and new ideas are welcome. If you made any big mistakes this year you could stop
someone else doing the same
thing - all contributors remain
anonymous if they wish. We are
offering a prize for an idea for, or
an actual drawing of, the front
cover, and also for the best course
critique. For more information or
to pick up a critique guideline go
into the EUSA offices today and
start writing soon as all articles
must be with us by the end of
Week Nine. Remember, it's your
Prospectus : help make it the best
one yet.
Abigail Clark
David Cline -editors

The other Edinburgh
Behind the gloss lies a darker side to Edinburgh - in the first of a three-part series, we focus
on three areas which generate problems in the city.

Down

and
Out
Lorna Patterson looks at the
problems

of

housing

in

Edinburgh.
Grassmarkec: a walk on the wildside?

From the early 70's many
people were beginning to become
increasingly concerned with the
·worrying rise in the number of
homeless people in Great Britain .
. It became clear that the powers of
local authorities were ill-equipped
to
deal
with
modern-day
homelessness.
Mounting pressure against
central government eventually
resulted in the 1977 Homeless
Persons Act. This places a duty on
Local Authorities to provide
housing for people in priority
need and unintentionally homeless.
The concessions made while
passing the Bill meant that single
homeless were excluded from
those given priority housing. They
have no right of appeal. The main
effect of the Homeless Per~ons
Act has probably been no more
than to take away from individual
authorities the right to give priority to allocations. It tends to identify one group - families which
have had ·their · own home
priority over all other homeless
people.
Bobby is just one example of
the many single, and predominently male, homeless people living in Edinburgh. He feels society's attitude is particularly
unsympathetic.
"Whatever
people might like to think, we're
not born dirty old tramps and
down and outs."
Bobby became homeless as a
result of alcohol abuse. -But
homelessness often stems from
the break-up of a marriage", the
death of a partner or from poor
family relationships. But once you
are homeless it is easy to resort to

stop-gap. But after st~ying there a
alcohol as a means of escape.
while , men lose the desire to have
Another cause of homeless
their own house; they become
people has been the discharge of
institutionalised . . . they don't
psychiatric in-patients into the
care if they wake up tomorrow or
community. Intended as an
improved form of care, it has in not. "
Even if people who do eventufact been used by this government ally get their own house . a large
ad a cheap alternative to institu- proportion end up returning to
tions.
the hostel and bed and breakfast
The high unemployment rate .if
circuit they come from. Bobby
responsible for the increasing blames this on the little support
number of young people turning and follow-up they receive.
to drugs , alcohol and crime.
Neighbours attitudes don't help
"The majority of young people either. "They just assume you're a
these days no longer have. the dirty old dosser, and certainly
chance to make something of don "t go out of their way to make
themselves. From the word go, friends ...
they have limited self-respect."
Bobby regularly attends the
Unemployment breeds potential Cowgate Day Centre and is heavhomeless vagrants. People learn ily involved in publicising the
very quickly to live on their wits, desperate need for new facilities.
becoming "apprentices to crime." He has established the New
This way of living may be Centre Action Group; any nevi
regarded as wrong in the eyes of centre built must be in accordance
society, but then, what else has with the needs and wants of the
society ever offered them?
homeless. as C'pposed to social
The state benefits Bobby workers.
The single homeless are not
receives are "generous en~ugh".in
his opinion. What worne.s him garbage, second class ci'.izens.
more is that once tiavmg shd mto They are simply people without
the homeless cycle how difficult it the security of a permanent roof
appears to get out of .it again . over their heads .
Lorna Patterson
" Hostels like Beaufort House m
the Grassmarket are all right as a
Edinburgh Council for the Single Homeless is a cam~aigning or~ani
.
d "th the rights of and better prov1S1on for smgle
sat1on concerne WI
h G
k t Informa
homeless people. Its direct services include t e rassmar e
. Centre and the Cowgate Day Centre.
")
tJo;he Da Centre (situated on the Cowgate, oppos~te the 'Old Cow
.
yh
blic five afternoons a week. It provides a place where
o.~en to! J'a~not only meet and socialise in a safe and alcohol-free
t e .· ome e t but also obtain advice on welfare rights and housing
envtronmen ,
alternatives._
ted in helping contact Lorna Patterson. through the
If you are mtere~t Action Gr~up Office (phone 557 I I 21 be twee I
Student Commum Y
pm and3pm).

•1
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Music-Room Blues

!OPINION I
put up with daily mu;ic practice.
The result is that many give up
their music. It seems incomprehensible that when all other
interests are catered for within the
University, from hot air ballooning to knitting, the creation of
music is difficult to accommodate.
One would think, too, that students who play in University
orchestras would have more practice-time.allocated to them.
I asked a secretary in the Music
Faculty about the arrangements
for practice-times in Allison
House. After admitting that half
the pianos were free in the evenings, she then refused to admit
anyone outside the hours they had
booked. " We have the music students to consider, you kno"."
Let"s take no notice of the fact that
at least half of those students live
amongst lovers of music and are
able to practice at home (more
than a lot of us can do!) and quite a
few have pianos at home. Let alone
their right to turg a non-music stu·
dent out of a practice-room.
booked hours or not.
The lady went on to say we were
lucky to have 19 pianos compared
to other universities and that outside people should count iheir blessings at being able to practice at
all. In the same breath she
lamented upon the lack of piano;
generally in Edinburgh - which
would seem to validate my request
for more hours for non-music stu-.
dents. Then came the priceless
final comment.
"If we didn't have any pianos at
all, there wouldn't be any complaints."

I am sure that there are many
music-loving students who will
join me in bewailing the new
restrictive atmosphere prevailing
in Alison House against students
who wish to practice the piano or
any other instrument. At Alison
House there are 70 music students
who have the use of 19 practise
rooms. Students fro·m outside the
faculty have the right of 4 flours
practise within the week until 9 .00
in the evening or until 12.30 on
Saturdays - for .>ne hour at a
time. This is clearly ludicrous. For
a start it takes an hour for a pianist
simply to warm up, let alone play
their pieces ' - and if one is play·
ing for enjoyment then one hour is
certainly not sufficient.
What is more frustrating is that
under an unofficial arrangement
two years ago, students from outside the faculty could practise outside lecture hours without having
booked - after 5.30 and on Saturday mornings. This was a good
arrangement, as few music stu·
dents stay after five o'clock and
there were always r.msic rooms
free. But now what do we get? Just
a cantankerous servitor who tells
us to push off, despite the array of
keys hanging up beside him indicating that there are spare rooms.
So, due to University bureaucracy, pianos now remain unused in
the evenings.
Where else is there to practise?
There are four music rooms in
Teviot and Chambers Street (if
you can find it), the Pleasance and
King's buildings respectively. Of
these, only Chambers Street has a
usable piano. These rooms are
open every day till ten except Wednesdays and weekends - but is
this enough?
Many first years are keen to
keep up their musical skills. This
can involve at least two hours
practise a day. Yet, with the
accommodation problem in Edinburgh, few first years have single
. rooms and fewer have room-mates
or nat-mates who are prepared to

The son
rises

Son of Rococco is an occasiooal club organised by
Simon Kilmurray and Fred
Deakin, both second year students at Edinburgh University.
Two club nights have so far
been held . The first was in
November at Wilkie House and
its success was followed in February at Moray House College.
Cabaret aces were featured on
both occasions - The Merry Mac
Fun Show performed at Wilkie
House Victor and Barry, a Glasgow due, at the second night .

My dear lady, instead of indulging in "if ... then" clauses your
time would be more properly spent
in giving students the greatest possible opportunity of using uni.-ersity facilities. You should there·
fore put up with complaints until a
fairer method of allocating practice-time is introduced.
Helen Bell

·

The idea for the club is partly as
a result of the organisers dissatisfaction with Edinburgh nightlife .
Fred described it as dire although
he conceded that it has improved
over the past year: ··The Edinburgh club scene is getting steadily better and there are now about
six or seven places rd go to
whereas last year there was only
one. People seem to have seen the
need at the same time as us .··
Simon and Fred spent a year
looking for a suitable venue for
the club ··we didn't want a standard disco and it was hard to find
what we wanted"' commentated
Simon . Wilkie House is being
refurbished and when work is
complete the club may be held
regularly . As the organisers are
interested in promoting cabaret
acts the club may also be held
throughout this year's Edinburgh
University.
Last night was the .launch of
their new club The Firestation at
Ze~tec's disco.. Fountainbridge .
The club will be held every Wednesday of the next four weeks .
Simon and Fred hope to attract a
mixture of students and Edinburgh people. The Firestation will
be a more "sombre" affair than
Son of Rococco which Fred
describes as "a wild party" . Both
organisers nevertheless hope that
The Firestation will be as successful as its predecessor.
Jacqueline Brown
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With Hearts leading the Premier division and Bibs having_reached the Skol Cup final, the promise seems to have been
football spotlight has this season been firmly fixed on Edinburgh. But the capital city has a third reached whereby the Premier
senior club, namely Meadowbank Thistle, who play in the Scottish Second division. Iain Catto Division clubs have four votes and
the rest one vote.
_spoke to Terry Christie and John Blacklaw, the club manager and chairman respectively.
Meadowbank Thistle were League at the moment as he did
formed in effect in 1974 when the in a letter to The Scots'man some
works team of_ Ferranti Elec- weeks ago, they are to be
tromcs was admitted to the Scot- respected. Christie's position is
~ish League, the vacancy arising clear: "There should be no need
because of the restructuring of the
Scottish League. From those
inauspicious beginnings Meadowbank have now become an established League club, with some
measure of success over the past
decade. Promotion was gained to
the First Division, as champions
of the Second in 1982-83, and last
season Meadowbank reached the
semi-finals of the Skol Cup,
where, although they went out to
Rangers, the Glasgow club were
fortunate to scrape a draw in the
Edinburgh leg. The club is fortunate in that the District council
allow them to rent Meadowbank
Stadium, scene of this summer's
Commonwealth Games, for their
home matches, and this gives
them one of the strangest grounds
in Scottish football. The pitch is
surrounded by an eight-lane running track , long jump pits etc.,
and the effect is to distance the
spectators from the game. Added
to this is the fact that only the
stand is opened for matches ,
meani·ng that all the spectators in
.the 16,500 capacity stadium are
some 50 yards from the pitch, on
one side only. At Meadowbank it
is said that you need two sets of
eyes- one set to watch the game,
and another set to watch the
white-coated stewards pursuing
small boys who have climbed the
Terry Christie, manager
fence on the other side of the
Meadowbank Thistle.
stadium hoping to see the match
for
the nine to breakaway." He
for free.
makes the point that "the smaller
While being "delighted to see
Heans doing so well ", Meadow- clubs have conceded all the points
bank manager Terry Christie was demanded by the big clubs".
of the opinion that this success did
not unfortunately bring any spinoff for his club. He stated the fact
that gates so far this season were
well down on those of last , despite
the fact that last season the club
were relegated, and only one of
their home matches was won , in
the s.econd half of the se"ason.
Gates at Meadowbank rarely
number more than a few hundred ,
unless the visiting team has a good
travelling support, as Motherwell
did in the Cup last season.
Terry Christie is one of only
three managers in Scotland who
are also directors of their club he has been with Meadowbank for
eight years now. Therefore when
he voices his views on the subject
of the crisis in the Scottish
With its Union often forgotten
and its facilities often seen as
adjunct to the "essential Univer·sity', Edinburgh's sp,orts 'department has parochial overtones,
and this sadly in a field , which PE
Alan Chainey rightly emphasises,
has undergone 'collosal changes' .
JO RODNEY STREET
One m~n well qualified to talk
the vast improvements is Colin
! EDIN. (Nr. CANONMILLS) pf
Cruickshank who has held the
post of Administrative Assistant
031-557 2801
of the PE Department for the last
twenty
years.
Trained
in
·youthwoik and 'i--'"""
h,,
0
Joined the Un1versny !~~~f:.. _~~
growing frustration over the lack
of development in the traditional
SCOTUND'S No. I DEALER
sporting facilities. As Alan
Chainey understands it, 'all the
FOR FALCON CYCLF:s
energy was beingchannelled into
HUNDREDS IN STOCK
the realisation of the outdoor
pote,ntial," and he~e .certainly
BRING THIS ADVERT
Cruikshank fuelled by his love of
AND GET A FURTHER
the 'great,.outdoors' had found his
I • £20 OFF THE SALE
Jwn 'El Dorado'. He admits that
PRICE ON ANY
at that time the physical
CYCLE IN STOCK
educationalists knew little about
OVER £150.00
outdoor activities and therefore
*********************
his rapid instalment as the princi-

Although in his letter to The
Scotsman he advocated that the
voting structure should be
changed to one where the Premier
Division clubs should have three

Photo: Dave Yarrow

votes, the First Division clubs
two , and the Second Division
clubs one ( raiher than one vote
each as at present), the com-

That, however, is not the sticking point: that lies with the proposal for restructuring the Scottish
League. whereas the Premier
Division clubs want there to be an
immediate freeze on promotion
and relegation between the Premier and First Division (this stems
from the assumption the Premier
division clubs make, that full-time
~lubs in the lower divisions feel
that by denying them their route
to the top echelons of Scottish
f.aotball, they will 'take away their
raison d'etre). Chnstie sees the
lower d1v1s1ons as a• nurturing
ground where players can develop
before making the transition ot
the top level: "You name me a
Premier League club and I will
give you a player-a star-who
has come from the First and Second Division clubs." In order for
the game to survive, the continued excitement caused by
promotion and relegation , that
excitement which brings the
crowds flocking, must be allowed
to continue. A match between
Hibs and Motherwell would have
very little crowd potential except
for the fact that both clubs are
fighting to avoid relegation.
Even a proposal to restrict
intercourse between the Divisions
to one-up, one-down does not
meet with Christie's approval:
"Hearts never came up as champions," he declares , "and now look
at them. " Whether a breakaway
will actually come about is
another matter. "I don't think the
nine want a breakaway. I think
the majori\y of the nine realise
that the Scottish League is the correct umbrella organisation for
Scottish football."
Meadowbank chairman John

Blacklaw is the man who makes
sure that the club i$ set on a viable
financial course. The club is sponsored by enginering firm Park &
Milton, but that money is, according to Mr Blacklaw, extra income 1
which while being welcom~
would not materially affect th~
validity of th\! club. The club has
very low ground overheads, and
those plus the wages for the
players and training staff constitute the only substantial expenditure . The club's Tote , plus the
money taken at the turnstiles
more than covers , these outgoings
and allows the club to build up
some financial reserves. "We
have not been in debt since our
first year in the league", declares
Mr "Blacklaw proudly. This is
financial realism which many
cll!bs_ would do well to adopt . The
club recently built their own dres~ sing rooms after almost a decade
of trying to convince the Council
that this was necessary, and this
was paid for largely by the sale of
a player, Peter Godfrey.
One surprising thing about the
Lea_gue's youngest club is the
large number of supporters they
attract throughout the UK . There
•are supporters clubs as far apart
as Souihampton and Belfast, and
several well known personalities
are fans: John Peel and Rick
Wakeman to name but two . The
chairman
receives
regular
requests from all over the country
for information about the club.
Meadowbank is very much a family club - for several years a policy of admitting ladies free has
operated, and they have not had
any crowd trouble at the ground.
So · i{ you're tired of the bigger
clubs or would ittst hke a cheap
afternoon out, try a meadowbank
Thistle game. Who knows, you
may have become hooked as well?

Best foot forward

David
Yarrow
spoke to Colin
Cruickshank
about his part m
the progress of
Edinburgh University's Sports
Department.
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olin rmc s
- "we are not yet over
the top of the hill."
pal co-ordinator of the Univer- somewhat out of fashion in the
sity's weekend camps was _some;605 and society was ·also becomthing of a formality. Having ing more affluent."
served in Malaya, Cruickshank
l:lut clearly not allstudents
was suitably anxious that students found contentment in the 'Swalshould also be given an opportun- lows and Amazons' style of enterity to 'get the feel of the country tainment and it was therefore funside and develop their powers of damental that rather like Ranself reliance. '
som, the PE Department diverWith hindsight therefore it was sified their development. Howno surprise thatin 1967 a concrete ever a lack of finance extended
solution should be manufactured the planning blight well into the
from the sands of the south bank next decade, and it was not until a
of Loch Tay, with the develop- surprise bequest of £8m to the
ment of a picnic site into the Fir- University that hopes to extend
bush Centre; Britain's most com- the outdoor facilities of a 11th
plete purpose built residential century brewery were raised. For
centre for studen!s. The establish- Colin Cruckshank, the consement of Firbush, at a mere cost of quential building of the Sports
£215 ,000 was a great delight for. Hall and the enormous boost to
Cruicksha1l!< and a tremendous facilities that this precipitated was
investment for the University. As a 'great joy' . Having spent so
he suggests, 'It was a phase that manyofhishoursinthesomewhat
any sort of education goes self-flagellating adniinistration of
through . Team games had gone the _department's constituti0-11 ,

transport and safety or in what he
more poetically calls, 'accidents,
incidents and trauma' the
developme.nt of a more balanced
set of facilities clearly made the
slogging work worthwhile.
The focus of change has now
switched to the£! m facelift of Peffermill, part of which; the
£300,000 'Superturf (one of only
three in Scotland) is already in
use. The financing of this artificial
facility was achieved partly by the
direct reinvestment of the revenue
from the sale of Canal Field and
partly with a grant from the Scottish Sports Council , given on the
condition that the 'Superturf' is
available for national hockey
,training and 20 international
events a year. The plans for the
·clubhouse emphasise the ambitious flair of the department at the
moment, with a laundry, pressroom and substantial social
facilities incorporated into the
interior and terracing for 1,600 om
either side of th.e exterior.
In · the
Copmmonwealth
Games,the Sports Hall will house
'The Air Weapons' event, a low
profile affair perhaps, but one in
which Colin Cruickshank rightly
takes pride in, being the University
liaison with the organisers. It represents a climax to 20 years of change
in Ediqburgh's sporting facilities in
which his role has been 'one of
enormous contribution'. Charac-·
teristicaUy, though, he remains
sober in his conclusion: "We are
not yet over the top of the hill; we
can't yet see over the summit."
Perhaps then they have reached
Camp4or5.

~

Scotland break away

Scotland 33 England 6
A good few too many process. It was the widest
drinks before the match margin of defeat ever in a Calmakes this game a little hazy cutta Cup match, 33-6 and
in my recollections, but at Gavin Hastings with his 21
least it dulled the pain of mas- · points gained a new indisacre for this particular vidual Scottish points record.
Englishman. Not only .were
Jim Aitken's co·m ment in the
England made to look posi. official programme , to the effect
tively mediocre, but a magni- that Scotland were looking for
ficent display of committed mobility against the "Auld
rugby by the Scots led to two Enemy" 'pinpointed the main difnew records being set in the ference between the two teams on
Saturday. While England, seemingly stuck with antiquated tactics, were clearly looking to bludgeon the Scots into submission
· with their superior weight in the
pack, Scotland played the harry-

ing game they are so good at and
so ground the English into submission. Scotland's victory shows
that they have the resources and
intelligence to reassess after a difficult season and come up with the
answers that Engl.and lack year
after year . The margin of defeat
illustrates that increasingly the
game of rugby now demands
mobility and skill from all 15
players in a team, and the Scottish
pack in particular demonstrated
the efficiency of this philosophy.
Arriving 'in numbers to the
breakdown long before the ponderous English, they rocked and
mauled so effectively that by the
second half the game began to
look one-sided. Brilliant performances from John Jeffrey again ,
and Findlay Calder , made Peter
Winterbottom look at times like
the only member of the English

pack on the field, and the ridiculous choice of Nigel Redman as
replacement for injured John Hall
at half-time revealed England to
be a one-dimensional team without tactical flexibility.
England were not of course
helped by the fact that Rob
Andrew chose to have an offday, and it says something about
the poil)ts system that if he had
not England, despite being dominated, could have led 18-12 : at
the break . Instead, Scotland
turned round leading 12-6 and
proceeded to run in three tries to
underline their superiority in the
backs as well as the forwards.

John
Rutherford deservedly
scored the second try and once
again showed himself to be , with
the possible exception of Mark
Ella , the best fly-half in the world
today ; his tactical sense - when
to kick and when to set his backs
off- is nearly perfect. Matt Duncan , who evidently believes it
takes more than two people to
tackle him , scored the first try.
and Scott Hastings rounded off a
joyful day for the Scots a few
minutes before full-time . Not for
the first time, England were sent
home " to think again ".
Marc Lambert

Hounds hindered illFirmly done
Saturday's cross-country .snowstorm . The majority of the
event at Dundee was no place · course was within the boundary
for the fainthearted. It was a · walls of Camperdown Park , and ·
yet , as per usual, the officials
5.8 mile course, and I was · managed to include some rather
informed that this was a very awesome inclines for us to overaccurate
measurement, come. (The Hawkhill Harriers
although this was a blatant · club was to blame for this sadistic
lie! The noticeboard dis- choice of course.) Still , with gritplayed the following-- A "5.8 ted teeth. and snow-proof footwear (I did not have the latter!) ,
mile (8,400m) course" - and everybody somehow found their
yet 8,400m does not corres- way around the course.
pond to 5.8 miles. It's a difference of 1,000m! (But what is a
The record for the event was set
mer e
I,OOOm
between in last year's race (27.56minutes).
friends?)
but snow and ice did not induce

I

Having coughed up a mere 60
pence to enter (a bargain!), we
joined our fellow competitors
who were awaiting the start in

a

~ Three
The Cycling Club has been
training hard all winter in
preparation for the on-coming season. The first event on
the list is the national student
IO-mile time trial championship in Hull on 16 March.
~inburgh University is send.mg three riders this year, two
veterans and a newcomer:
Peter Dymoke, Leon Litvack
and Alex Stout.
Peter is a !till-climbing expert
and keen time trialist. He hardly

anybody to aim for heroic recorclbreaking feats. Instead , F. Clyne
of Aberdeen settled for a lightning. time of 28 minutes 38 seconds, but most of the field were

content to record rather more
modest times, ranging between
30 and 40 minutes.
Joe Schweer carried the banner
for the Hare and Hounds, defying
the driving snow to finish in 20th
position with a time of 33 minutes .
It was then back to the changing
rooms, which were located in a
rather grand, if cold, country
mansion , and it was here that we
learned the result of the rugby
international. Speaking as an
Englishman , I was thus relieved
that I had chosen to run through a
dark and dreary park in the uninspiring and rather chilly outskirts
of Dundee instead of witnessing
an embarrassing annihilation at
the hands of Scotland in some TV
lounge in Edinburgh.
Carl Marston

men on their bikes
missed a weekly ' 10' last summer, unstoppable in his quest for the
and combined them quite success- big prizes this.Year.
fully with his road racing. His
recent sprint w_ork should place
We iook forward to a fine perhim in good stead for Hull. Leon formance from .all three riders in
is a rugby player by nature; but the nationals. and wish them the
the momentum he builds up dur- best of luck .
ing a time trial is tough to beat. He
has been training steadily all
For all those interested in
winter, combining regular fitness seeing these and other riders in
tests with long endurance rides. the flesh, come along to the time
trial which the club is sponsoring
His goal this year is a 24-minute on 12 April on the A198, 500
'10'. Alex is a keen fresher trom yards past the Wallyford roundabSalisbury, who has bee_n pushing out, just past Musselburgh (first
hilllself all winter, riding 300 miles rider goes off at 10 am) .
Leon Litvack
a week, on average! He seems

Edin. Univ. 1 Team Parkway 3
This weekend's visitors in
Volleyball
the
National
League were Team Parkway
of Dunfermline, relegated
from Division I last year and
presently lying in second
place in Division 2.
At this stage thanks must go to
all the officials present on Saturday , especially those unconnected
with the club: seemingly there was
a more important sporting event
taking place in the city that afternoon . Anyway. the warm-up
started with Edinburgh grateful
for the small mercy that big Craig
of the opposition had not brought
his equally large ghetto blaster to
accompany us~he did , however.
indulge in his favourite pastime of
bouncing the ball off the setter's
head during spiking practice .

game. However. despite this. and
other desperate efforts . Edinburgh could not hold the rampant
Parkway offensive and the set fell
4-15.
But Edinburgh were not to be
dispirited and tactical substitutions by Coach Thomson led to a
substantial drop in the average
age of the University side. and an
equally noticeable rise in their fortunes. With Pete Gilchrist again
controlling the net. and assisted
by some novel refereeing decisions. Edinburgh were able to
stroll through the set and win it
comfortably 15-6.
Edinburgh at first maintained
the initiative and with Hendry
finally winning his personal battle
it seemed that the crowd were in
for an epic. Unfortunately a series
of errors . masterminded by
Burgess who could do nothing
right, saw Edinburgh lose their
grip on the match. which Parkway
finally won with vulgar haste 4-15.

The first set quickly settled into
a pattern that was to continue
throughout the match. with the
exception of the third set. The
powerful hitting of the Parkway
attack was difficult to contain and
Next week the University side
although the University raised travel to Dunfermline to play
their game to a respectable level. Parkway II with a few old scores
the set was quickly lost 3-15.
to be settled. Other than the
By now it had become evident men's lst team there were three
that all was not sweetness bet- other volleyball results from the
ween Al Hendry and the weekend . The women's !st team
aforementioned C . Donaldson defeated Cavalry Park 2-1, after
from Dunfermline. Unfortu- which the 2nd team were unable
nately. it is sufficient to say that to finish their game within the ·
Hendry was not having the best of court time with the score tied at 1the proceedings and it was left to 1, and on Saturday the men's 4th
Pete 'Starry-eyed' Gilchrist to team lost to Wester Hailes 1-2.
J.B.
bring a calming influ.ence to the
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. Sport
Smith has the improving SABIN
DU LOIR entered for the valuable Rendlesham Hurdle _ this
seven-year-old chestnut ran a
great race when beaten only two
lengths by champion hurdler See
You Then last time out, and is
sure to ~o close here.

Jj Experience indoors
Although the 1st XI outdoor hockey team has been
going strongly in the National
League so far this season, the
indoor team's record has
been somewhat inconsistent.

from Dundee' going out at an
early stage, it was clear that the
teafll to beat was Aberdeen.
I
Aberdeen were having a
relatively successful indoor season with their tight-structured
and well-disciplined side on the
verge of finishing in the top half of
their district league. Aberdeen
st,rolled into the final to be joined
shortly afterwards by Edinburgh
who managed to break sweat for
the first time in the day, defeating
local rivals Heriot-Watt 5-0 in the
semi-final. The scene was therefore set for battle between the
best two sides in the competition.

Despite having an experienced
squad and boasting the talents of a
full Scotland squad member, the
team, participating in the First
Division of the East League, has
been prone to throwing away
points unnecessarily, often to
opposition which in reality ought
to present little problem. It is not
surprising therefore that the Uni·versity approached the Scottish
Universities Indoor ChampionQuieily psyched for the occasion
ship at Strathclyde on Sunday the Edinburgh side approached
with a certain degree of apprehen- the match with the attitude so
sion.
often lacking on those Thursday
Participating in the easier of nights out at Meadowbank. Leadtwo groups (Glasgow, Stpthclyde ing 2-0 at half-time (a lead preand St _Andrews) the Edinburgh s~rved by a fine penalty save from
side found the going comfortable Clarkson just before the half-time
and perhaps as a result their play whistle) Edinburgh went on to
demolish
and
.vas not particularly inspiring. ultimately
Still, they managed to score a demoralise Aberdeen by inflicting
dozen goals in these matches with- an 8-1 drubbing on the team that
out moving into top gear. Having had fancied themselves as favourenjoyed the sight of the 'bastards ites. It was a splendid team perfor-

mance Jby a far superior squad
consisting of Messrs McFarlane
(captain), MacLeod, Williams,
Normand,
Reid,
Clarkson,
Osborne and Cameron. Congratulations must go to Donald
McFarlane who not only captained his side to victory but was
also presented with the Player of
the Tournament trophy, an award
thoroughly deserved in view of
the record 17 goals he scored during th~ course of the day, seven of
which were in the final. Thanks on
behalf of the squad goes to coach
Mike Yellow lees who has worked
hard all year with the te.am and
saw the fruits of his efforts at
Strathclyde on Sunday.
As regards the o.utdoor
National League , this weekend
will be the most important so far
this season for the 1st XI. The
University face fellow promotion
contenders Whitecraigs away on
Saturday in what will be a difficult
~ match. Meanwhile all support will
be welcome for Sunday's tie with
the team propping up the league,
Glasgow Asians. The target for
the weekend is of course nothing
less than 4 points.
Syd

@ Working off a hangover
lntrar mural
Needless to say this year's
Saturday morning league has
been decimated by bad
weather. Even at this stage in
term 2, half of the games from
last term have still to be
played. As a ·result the league
table below is of limited significance.

results (which have been improving of late).

Saturday morning fixtures.
Team

PWOLPts

In fact the organisation of most Jnverleith For
13
II
teams has improved. Unfulfilled San Rocco
DynamoUph
R
pitch bookings and wasted jour- Social Science
R
neys to play opponents who do Morning Sic ·
6
I
3
not show, appear to be a thing of Chem Soc
Baird Ho use
I
3
the past. However, one or two Electrical
Eng
I
2
sides still have a selfish habit of Engineering Soc
I
2
5 0 115
arriving late without a full team, Dick Vc1
which can result in a meaningless
On a brighter note. the expan- tie for their opposition. It is hoped NB: Would all teams pfease
sion of th; league to 10 teams that they can sort this out in the remember to submit team lists
appear' to he working and most of · near future and so retain their with matric nos/user card nos to
the new sides deserve credit for a place in the league . Overall the league secretary.
well organised approach despite. however the trend has been to
Pai Gaffney
in ,ome cases. unfavourable more competitive and enjoyable
League Secretary

Superteams on Sunday
This Sunday sees the first entries is the Netball/Fives team
ever Superteams . competi- - this consists of a motley crew of
tion. Eight intrepid clubs, non-stars led by the infamous
Hughes and 'Coco'
each consisting of eight 'Shag'
Rickman. It is rumoured Hughes
players, and a minimum of has been encouraging the whole
three girls, will take part in a of his club to join this lacklustre
wide assortment of events.
squad. However-, he has been

a

Although intended only to be
·fun· event. apparently some
clubs. and notably the Ski Club
under Jim Garland, have been
organising clandestine training
sessions to prepare for the big
day' However, the judo, fencing
and karate teams should all be
well equipped to deal with any
opposition.

One of the most intriguing

R0 )f
I

.1

I

by Julian Thomas

{f=-

handicapped by the inclusion of
such has-beens as Dick Chalmers
and Babs Rae.
The Athletics Club,. led by
sportstar's runner-up Robin
Strang, should also be in the race
for the title.
Hog Heaven

struggling to find his member(!).
Highly fancied are Mark Webber
and
Claire Gordon's
widely
windsurfing team thought of as being capable of
'riding the waves', they could find
themselves surfing off with the
superteams Trophy
Anne Sheraton's Rackets conglomerate is also amongst the
favourites, but must surely be

TIMETABLE
Sunday, 23rd February
8.3G-9.30 Swimming; 10.00-11.30
·Volleyball (Pleasance Sports
Hall); - 11.30-12.00 Basketball
(Pleasance Sports Hall); 12.001.30 Football; 1.30-3.30 Squash;
3.3G-4.30 Road Run; 4.30-5.30
Gym Tests.

Gold Cup hopeful MR MOON.
RAKER looks well handicapped
m the Mercedes Benz Handicap
Steeplechase as does hat-trick
seeking THE COUNTY STONE
~~~~~.::__::::~~~=~ in the final race of the afternoon.

No racing has taken place
in Britain for a fortnight and
the outlook for this weekend
is equally bleak.
· The brightest prospects for a
return to racing are at Kempton
Park on Saturday. David Murray-

Martin Pipe has his Triumph
Hurdle hope ROARK running in
the Tote Placepot Hurdle on the
same card and is strongly fancied
to maintain hi~ unbeaten record.
Sporting each-way bets are
Whiskey
Eyes and Grand
National hope Mr Snug/it.

~ Boys below

Just in case you were wondering what exactly the girls
were doing "on top" at the
Pleasance two weeks ago:
they did it again and again
last week at Crystal Palace in
the British Universities Judo
Championships.
They did it well too with Sarah
Kibby (who managed: to arrive in
time) and Karin Klabunde ("Can
I .fight in the men's team this
week?") each winning a Bronze
medal in their indivitlual weight
category (-56 kg and -67 kg).
Morag Gorrie who t\lrned down
offers from other universities in
order to compete for Edinburgh
had difficult opponents, with
three black belts and one brown ,
but she showed tough resistance
against them.
Karin and Sarah went on to represent Scottish Universities with
Sarah as team captain. The
women's team (5) narrowly lost
the semifinal against Wales who
won the Gold.

The Edinburgh men's team
(Peter "Billy Bunter" Galloway,
Hugh "What do you call a Welshman with more than one girfriend? - a shepherd" Morgan,
Graham "Old Schooltie" Terry,
Peter
"No Heavy Metal"
Armstrong and Silvester "Nobody is Perfect") fought bravely
but wete unlucky to lose three out
of five fights . Captain Peter
Armstrong was in prime condition
and fought very well in his contests. In the individual competition he came very close to winning
the B"ronze medal.
·

As a member of the Scottish
men 's team he was the "rescuer."
in the final against Northern England. In a dramatic match , Scotland pulled back to draw level at
the end of the contest and Eric
Joyce of Stirling won the deciding
fight for Scotland. Scotland were
unbeatable that weekend , as
much for their magnificent support as for their fighting abilities!
Karin Klabunde and
Peter Armstrong

4! F.irst ti~e .ever
On Saturday, the Boat
· fi
C ~u b notched up th~1r
1rst
wm of the 1986 rowmg season. Indeed for the winning
crew - David Kenyon, Chip
Landrum, Dan Walker and
Andrew Stone, coxed by Kate
Johnson, it was their first
ever race.

Rowing in the Men's Novice
Fours at the Glasgow University
Charities Regatta , they got the
better of their opposition· from
Glasgow University, winning the
final by half a length over the
500m course. Their win was all the

more 1mpress1ve cons1dern:g that
·no one in the crew had rowed
before joining the Boat Club in
October.
Preparations for the Boat Race
are now well in hand . With only
four weeks to the big race again.st
Glasgow, the men 's 1st eight also
travelled to the Clyde on Satur'day , in search of a liquid stretch of
water - a very rare commodity in
Edinburgh during the past few
weeks - and had a productive
day's training. The next race for
the club will be the Clydesdale
Fours Head of the River Race on
8th March.
M. Pacher

Gf asExcuses, excuses
As well Scotland's crushing victory over England on

Congratulations are in order to
Heriot-Watt in particular and all
the competitors m general for
the rugby field, la~t wee~end making it an entertaining if rather
a!s.o saw the Scott1s_h Umver- long day. The most cited excuses
s1ties Table-Tenms Team from the Edinburgh teams, m
Championships being played descending order, were:
at Strathclyde University.
(1) I had three hours' sleep last
night.
.
(2) Why wasn't the heating
Edinburgh fielded two teams of
four, the 1st team being the No. 1 turned on?
(3) Never mind the ball, I
seeds and holders. However, on a
·day of conflicting fortunes the 2nd couldn't see the table (a few lights
team· did better than expected, failed).
(4) , Everybody else must have
while the 1st team did not do as
'Well as expected, and neither cheated.
To cap a bad day's play most of
team made it to the final stages.
The final was contested by Heriot the Edinburgh players retun~ed
Watt (who had earlier beaten home on the last train, which
the Edinburgh 1st team) and broke down somewhere short of
Glasgow (who had beaten the 2nd Falkirk, and took a new2 1h hours
team), with HeriotWatt coming record to reach that. Can anyone
from behind to take the title away beat that, or us?
James Whitelaw
from Edinburgh.

